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Abstract
In recent years there has been growing interest in modeling sound propagation in
complex, three-dimensional (3D) virtual environments. With diverse applications
for the military, the gaming industry, psychoacoustics researchers, architectural
acousticians, and others, advances in computing power and 3D audio-rendering
techniques have driven research and development aimed at closing the gap between
the auralization and visualization of virtual spaces. To this end, this thesis focuses
on improving the physical and perceptual realism of sound-field simulations in
virtual environments through advances in edge-diffraction modeling.
To model sound propagation in virtual environments, acoustical simulation tools
commonly rely on geometrical-acoustics (GA) techniques that assume asymptotically high frequencies, large flat surfaces, and infinitely thin ray-like propagation
paths. Such techniques can be augmented with diffraction modeling to compensate
for the effect of surface size on the strength and directivity of a reflection, to allow
for propagation around obstacles and into shadow zones, and to maintain soundfield continuity across reflection and shadow boundaries. Using a time-domain,
line-integral formulation of the Biot-Tolstoy-Medwin (BTM) diffraction expression,
this thesis explores various aspects of diffraction calculations for virtual-acoustic
simulations.
Specifically, we first analyze the periodic singularity of the BTM integrand and
describe the relationship between the singularities and higher-order reflections within
wedges with open angle less than 180◦. Coupled with analytical approximations for
the BTM expression, this analysis allows for accurate numerical computations and
a continuous sound field in the vicinity of an arbitrary wedge geometry insonified
by a point source. Second, we describe an edge-subdivision strategy that allows for
fast diffraction calculations with low error relative to a numerically more accurate
solution. Third, to address the considerable increase in propagation paths due to
diffraction, we describe a simple procedure for identifying and culling insignificant
diffraction components during a virtual-acoustic simulation. Finally, we present
a novel method to find GA components using diffraction parameters that ensures
continuity at reflection and shadow boundaries.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In recent years there has been growing interest in modeling sound propagation in
complex, three-dimensional (3D) virtual environments. With diverse applications
for the military, the gaming industry, psychoacoustics and speech researchers, architectural acousticians, and others, advances in computing power and 3D audiorendering techniques have driven research and development aimed at closing the
gap between the auralization and visualization of virtual spaces. While simulations
based on accurate solutions of the wave equation still remain computationally
prohibitive for many applications, current CPU speeds coupled with the use of
efficient algorithms and data structures now allow for interactive simulation rates
in complex virtual environments using approximate solutions.

1.1

Research Context

In the field of architectural acoustics, software for the prediction of room impulse
responses and various standardized parameters extracted from them (e.g. Reverberation Time, Clarity, and Center Time [108]) has been available for approximately 20
years, and various programs such as CATT Acoustic [52], Odeon [38] and EASE [1]
are now widely used throughout the acoustics-consulting industry to predict the
acoustical characteristics of unbuilt spaces and to quantify the acoustical effects of
architectural modifications in renovation projects. More recently, acousticians also
have started to rely on auralizations from these programs, i.e. audible renderings
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of simulated sound fields, to listen to unbuilt spaces and subjectively verify design
decisions.
In psychoacoustic and related research, there is interest in the ability to test various human listening abilities in well defined and controlled acoustic environments. It
is possible to achieve these environments through virtual-acoustic modeling: impulse
responses can be computed for virtual spaces with the desired reverberation time or
reflection pattern, for example, and convolved with noise, speech, or other signals
for use in subjective listening tests. Such a process has been applied specifically to
the study of sound localization [294], auditory target detection [296], and speech
intelligibility [293] among other listening tasks, and simulation systems have been
designed for general psychoacoustic experimentation as well [19, 289].
Virtual environments also can be used for training purposes, and the inclusion
of accurate spatial audio in immersive simulations has been shown to provide a
more complete sense of presence and realism [69]. Virtual training may be used,
for example, when the real-life task or environment is impractical or too dangerous
to recreate, and thus one common user of such a training technique is the military.
Communication and auditory localization in adverse acoustic conditions and/or
complex environments are common subjects of study, and they are addressed at
numerous research facilities such as the Environment for Auditory Research that is
associated with the Visual and Auditory Processes Branch of the Human Research
and Engineering Directorate at the US Army Research Laboratory, and the Human
Effectiveness Directorate of the US Air Force Research Laboratory.
The rapid rise in popularity of computer gaming also has played a major role
in the development of technology for acoustic simulations in virtual environments.
Increases in processing power coupled with the affordability and popularity of multichannel audio systems for home theater have led to a dramatic increase in the
desire for (and the ability to provide) complex and perceptually plausible 3D audio
“soundtracks” for games. Specifications for 3D game audio are maintained by the
Interactive Audio Special Interest Group of the MIDI Manufacturers Association
[178], and additional resources and recommendations are provided by the Audio Engineering Society’s Technical Committee on Audio for Games [10]. For game-audio
programmers, Microsoft’s DirectSound [177] and XAudio [176], Creative Labs’ EAX
(Environmental Audio eXtensions) [49], and the Open Audio Library [50] are among
the various tools that provide for spatialized sound with features such as source
2

processing with head-related transfer functions, early reflections and reverberation
based on geometric and material properties of environments, and occlusion effects
for partially and/or totally obstructed direct and/or reflected propagation paths.
The process to create virtual-acoustic simulations has six main steps.1 A user
must: obtain a 3D model of the environment, perhaps through the use of a CAD
program or laser scanning of an existing space, that includes material properties
related to the acoustic absorption, reflection, and scattering behavior of the model’s
surfaces; define the characteristics of the source(s) and receiver(s) within the space,
such as location, spatial extent, directivity, and spectral content; determine the
valid propagation paths from each source to each receiver; construct an impulse
response (IR), which encodes the arrival time, strength, spectrum, and possibly
the incoming direction of the sound-field component associated with each path;2
convolve the IR with synthesized sound or an anechoic recording; auralize the result
of the convolution using loudspeakers or headphones. The end product is then an
auditory event that, when the various simulation steps are carried out with sufficient
accuracy, is perceptually similar to or perhaps even indistinguishable from that
which would have occurred for a listener physically present in the modeled space.
Although there is significant research focused on various aspects of this simulation
pipeline, of particular interest to this thesis are the third and fourth steps: determining the valid propagation paths between a source and a receiver, and constructing
an impulse response from them. These paths may involve free-field propagation (the
direct sound), as well as one or more instances of specular reflection, non-specular
scattering, diffraction, and/or transmission through a surface. Certain simulation
methods, specifically those referred to as “wave-based” techniques, can include
all of these propagation phenomena, but their computational complexity, which
grows prohibitively with frequency, renders them usable only for small spaces and
low frequencies. As an alternative, methods based on geometrical-acoustics (GA)
assumptions, i.e. that the acoustic wavelength is vanishingly small which allows for
the simulation of the propagation of sound to mimic that of the propagation of light
through the use of infinitely thin rays, are widely used where more timely results
1

The third step, explicitly finding the propagation paths from the source to the receiver, is
necessary only for certain modeling techniques, typically those based on geometrical acoustics.
Wave-based techniques such as the Boundary Element method generate a transfer function or an
impulse response directly without such a decomposition of the simulated sound field.
2
It also is possible to operate in the frequency domain and construct a transfer function, which
can be converted into an impulse response if necessary using the inverse Fourier transform.
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are expected or needed and the associated errors are assumed to be acceptable. GA
techniques do not include diffraction implicitly, and the errors associated with this
omission may take various forms including incorrect strength and/or direction of
reflections, or the absence of propagation around occluders and into shadow zones.
It is the explicit addition of diffraction to GA techniques, with the goal of correcting
these errors and improving the physical accuracy and perceptual realism of virtualacoustic simulations, which is the main subject of this thesis.

1.2

Contributions

In this thesis we describe a number of advances related to edge-diffraction modeling
within GA-based virtual-acoustic simulations. In particular, we make the following
research contributions.
• First, using a line-integral edge-diffraction formulation, we explore the singular
behavior of the integrand that occurs for receivers near GA reflection and
shadow boundaries, and specifically describe the relationship between the
periodicity of the singularity and the related GA terms. This singularity
is necessary to compensate for the GA discontinuities at the boundaries and
maintain sound-field continuity, and thus its proper numerical treatment is
critical for physically accurate simulations.
• Second, we evaluate three edge-subdivision strategies to provide discrete-time
impulse responses from continuous-time, line-integral diffraction formulations.
We show that by understanding the singularities mentioned above in terms of
the effect they have on the diffraction amplitude and the geometry of a sourceedge-receiver diffracted path, it is possible to reduce diffraction computation
times dramatically with limited error by concentrating the computational
demands of more accurate numerical-integration techniques on the portion
of an edge that contributes the most diffracted energy, and allow for relaxed
accuracy for segments with smaller contributions.
• Third, we address the combinatorial increase in computational complexity of

virtual-acoustic simulations when diffracted paths are included. Through objective and subjective analysis, we show that only a small subset of diffracted
paths must be processed to maintain high levels of numerical and, with certain
4

source material, perceptual accuracy. In addition, we describe a method
to predict the significance of diffraction components before they are fully
computed, allowing the weak ones to be culled from a simulation before they
are fully processed.
• Fourth, we describe a novel time-domain method for virtual-acoustic modeling
that smoothly integrates GA and edge-diffraction components. Specifically, we
use parameters generated for the diffraction calculations to identify surfaces

that give rise to specular reflections and/or that occlude the direct-sound
path. This approach is particularly well suited for use with receivers at or
near reflection and shadow boundaries, where the proper combination of GA
and diffraction components is essential to ensure a continuous sound field
across the boundary.

1.3

Outline

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. Background information and
related work on virtual-acoustic simulations and diffraction modeling are provided
in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 outlines the development of the Biot-Tolstoy-Medwin
(BTM) diffraction formulation that is used throughout this thesis, and also addresses numerical and experimental validation. Chapter 4 describes the singularities
present in the BTM expression (which are common to other diffraction expressions
as well) which occur for receivers at reflection and shadow boundaries, and are
particularly important to the following two chapters. Chapter 5 discusses various
edge-subdivision techniques that can be used to compute discrete-time diffraction
impulse responses from the original continuous-time BTM expression, and Chapter
6 addresses the identification and culling of insignificant diffraction components
from virtual-acoustic simulations. Chapter 7 describes a novel method to integrate
edge-diffraction calculations with geometrical-acoustics modeling, and Chapter 8
provides conclusions and suggestions for future work.
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Chapter 2
Background and Related Work
In order to establish the proper context for the remainder of this thesis, this chapter
summarizes the related work in the field of acoustic modeling, with a particular
focus on room acoustics, as well as specific methods and applications of diffraction
computation. The Biot-Tolstoy-Medwin diffraction formulation, which is employed
throughout the remainder of this thesis, is mentioned only briefly here but covered
in detail in Chapter 3.

2.1

Modeling Techniques

Methods for simulating acoustic wave propagation are the focus of a significant body
of research, and they commonly are divided into two major groups: wave-based techniques, and geometrical-acoustics (GA) techniques. The former attempt to simulate
acoustic fields through numerical solutions of the wave equation, typically by means
of discretization of a space or its boundaries. Such methods implicitly include the
wave characteristics of sound propagation such as interference and diffraction, and
thus provide a “complete” solution. However, this completeness comes with a high
computational cost. The latter methods, based on geometrical acoustics, make the
assumption of asymptotically high frequencies, which allows for simplified models
of propagation, reflection, scattering, etc. This enables methods that provide faster
solutions, but grosser approximations. An open question, partially addressed in
this thesis, is how to bridge the gaps in accuracy and speed of these two simulation
approaches.
6

2.1.1

Wave-Based Techniques

Wave-based simulation techniques, which attempt to solve the wave equation (with
the necessary boundary conditions) directly through spatial and/or temporal discretization, are typically further subdivided into frequency-domain and time-domain
methods (although some methods have formulations in both domains). The former
includes the Finite-Element and Boundary-Element Methods (FEM and BEM,
respectively), while the latter comprises the Finite-Difference Time-Domain Method
(FDTD) and the Digital Waveguide Mesh (DWM) approach.
The FEM [295] and BEM [29, 42] allow for numerical solution of the wave equation (with given boundary conditions and source functions) throughout a simulation
domain through discretization; the discretization allows for the underlying partial
differential equation to be reformulated as a series of linear algebraic equations and
solved accordingly. The FEM uses volumetric elements to discretize the domain
itself, and with the typical assumption of a time-harmonic signal leads to solutions
of the Helmholtz equation. The BEM employs discrete surface elements for the
solution of the wave equation in the form of the Helmholtz-Kirchhoff (HK) integral
equation. The HK integral is the mathematical formulation of Huygens’ Principle,
and gives the acoustic field at a point as a function of the pressure and normal
particle velocity at the surrounding surfaces. With either the FEM or BEM, a
broadband solution (transfer function) must be built up from a collection of singlefrequency calculations.
For these methods, the discretization is subject to constraints based on the
bandwidth of interest, with a typical rule of thumb suggesting 6 to 10 computation
nodes per wavelength. The resulting matrices grow quickly with frequency, and
thus for interior acoustic problems the FEM and BEM are typically restricted
to small computational domains or low frequencies. Examples in room acoustics
for the former are given in [48, 70, 135, 179, 200] and for the latter in [89, 209,
251]. These methods also can be used to find solutions to the exterior acoustic
scattering problem, with BEM-based studies of reflecting and diffusing panels being
the primary focus related to room acoustics [46, 47, 98]. A time-domain formulation
of the BEM has also seen some use in 3D interior problems [66, 96] and in modeling
acoustic scattering from thin, rigid plates [124] and diffusing surfaces [97].
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Time-domain modeling methods are attractive for applications in room acoustics
for a number of reasons. First, they allow for direct evaluation of sound fields and
individual components thereof through visual inspection of an impulse response.
Second, standardized room-acoustics parameters, such as reverberation time, which
are used for qualitative and quantitative analysis of rooms, are extracted from
impulse responses rather than transfer functions. Finally, time-domain calculations can yield high-bandwidth results without the need for multiple computation
passes. Given these advantages, significant research has been applied to wave-based
modeling methods that operate in the time domain, specifically the finite-difference
time-domain method and the digital waveguide mesh method.
As its name suggests, the FDTD approach approximates the temporal and spatial
derivatives in the wave equation with finite differences. A volumetric grid must be fit
to the interior of the modeled space (with grid spacing dictated by Nyquist theorem
applied to the highest frequency of interest), and the pressure time history at a
specific point or points can be modeled through alternating updates of pressure and
particle velocity at the grid points. While the representation of complex, broadband
boundary conditions can be difficult with the FDTD method, it has been the focus
of significant work in room-acoustics modeling for the past decade [27, 163, 218,
219, 220, 253].
The DWM method also involves a grid for spatial and temporal sampling of the
simulated sound field. In this case, the grid is constructed with bi-directional delay
lines connected with so-called “scattering junctions.” These junctions are used to
model the desired boundary conditions, and also serve as points at which sound
pressure can be introduced to the system (i.e. source locations), and points at
which the pressure time-history (i.e. impulse responses) can be monitored. The
DWM method has played a prominent role as a technique for physical modeling
of sound sources such as musical instruments [241] and the human voice [184],
and also is well used as a tool for modeling room acoustics in 2D and 3D virtual
environments [73, 121, 185, 186, 187, 226, 227, 231, 232, 278]. An excellent overview
of the method and summary of related work can be found in [188].
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2.1.2

Geometrical-Acoustics Techniques

Geometrical-acoustics modeling techniques are based on the assumption of asymptotically high frequencies, and as such consider sound propagation only along straight,
ray-like paths. Wave/surface interactions are confined to infinitesimal points at
ray/surface intersections, and simulation accuracy is achieved only when surfaces are
large compared to wavelength. The simplest of GA methods include only specular
reflections, but the overlap of the range of audible wavelengths with the dimensions
of surfaces in typical virtual-acoustic environments, as well as the inability to
model surface roughness and other fine-scale geometric details, require some form
of (non-specular) wave scattering to be modeled to obtain accurate simulation
results. In a recent paper, Siltanen et al. [238] have shown that the common GA
modeling methods can be generalized with an integral “acoustic rendering” equation
(in the spirit of Kajiya’s rendering equation for global illumination in computer
graphics [117]), but the methods are addressed separately here.

2.1.2.1

The Image-Source Method

The image-source method (ISM) involves the recursive mirroring of a sound source
about the reflecting planes in a virtual environment to find valid specular reflection
paths between that source and one or more receiver positions. Allen and Berkley [2]
are often cited as the first to use the ISM in room acoustics (1979), although their
main contribution was related to the description of a computer-based algorithm
for the method rather than a truly novel application. Various authors described
its use in room acoustics analysis previously, for example see [20, 90, 91, 210], and
Eyring [74] employed it in the development of his classic reverberation-time formula
as early as 1930.
Allen and Berkley [2] considered only rectangular rooms with real-valued, angleindependent and frequency-independent absorption coefficients (mainly to study
the perception of reverberation effects on speech), and much research since has
addressed these and other limitations. This includes the extension of the method
to rooms of arbitrary shape [21], various techniques to improve computational
efficiency [133, 139, 152, 168, 281], and simulating interference effects through the
use of complex superposition [55, 249, 290].
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Despite its limitations, the image-source method is arguably the most widely used
GA simulation method (albeit most often as one component in a hybrid method
as described in Section 2.1.3 below), particularly for modeling early reflections that
are critical for perceptual accuracy, and it continues to be the subject of research.
Recent enhancements to the method itself include computational acceleration with
the use of binary space partitions [235] and multipole expansion [68], and further
study has been applied to the prediction of reverberation time from energy-decay
functions derived from ISM simulations [153, 154].
As is noted in [2] and more rigorously established elsewhere (e.g. see [129]),
the common use of point image sources is strictly correct only for ideal (Neumann
or Dirichlet) boundary conditions and certain geometries. For finite surfaces with
exposed edges, and wedges formed by the intersection of planar surfaces, the imagesource method can be combined with edge-diffraction calculations for improved
accuracy, and this is discussed in depth in Chapters 3 - 7.

2.1.2.2

Ray and Particle Tracing

Ray tracing, also a popular method for image rendering in computer graphics
(e.g. see [182]), is a GA technique used to sample the infinite number of sound
propagation paths between a source and a receiver in an enclosed space. A large
number of rays is released from a source, with their directions determined either
deterministically or (more typically) stochastically to cover the desired sourcedirectivity pattern, and they are traced through the geometry following linear paths
between reflections from surfaces. The reflection direction can be specular, or can
be determined with the use of a scattering model to simulate diffusive surfaces.
Arrivals are detected with the use of finite-volume receivers due to the numerical
problems associated with finding line/point intersections in 3D space.
Early use of ray tracing in room acoustics considered only specular reflections,
and focused on the analysis of irregular spaces for which statistical approaches (e.g.
predictions of reverberation time with the Sabine or Eyring equations) and modal
analysis was inappropriate and/or difficult. For example, Allred and Newhouse [3, 4]
described the use of ray tracing (with randomly chosen initial ray directions) to
find the mean free path (mfp) of various parallelepipeds whose dimensions caused
the mfp to deviate from the statistical value 4V /S (V = volume, S = surface
10

area). They also employed ray tracing to evaluate the effectiveness of absorbers as
a function of the shape of a room and the absorbers’ positions within it. Krokstad
et al. [140] applied the method (with deterministic ray directions) to the analysis of
early-sound distribution in halls of various shapes. In later work, Schroeder [236]
discussed ray-tracing simulations in 2D spaces with specular and diffuse reflections,
as well as the use of auralization based on ray-tracing results to study subjective
aspects of room acoustics and reverberation. Wayman and Vanyo [286] extended
Schroeder’s work to 3D models, and compared reverberation times extracted from
their simulations to statistical predictions and measurements in small classrooms.
Continued research in acoustic ray tracing addressed the variance of the results
with changes in the number of rays used and with stochastic ray directions [141], and
potential detection errors related to finite-volume receivers and inadequate spatial
sampling [155]. Also considered were specific algorithmic details related to basic
implementations [142] and auralization [147], as well as applications to specific room
types such as “fitted” industrial spaces with numerous reflecting and scattering
objects within them [199]. More recent work has addressed the effects of various
receiver models on the detection of rays [114, 291], and ray-tracing implementations
on computer graphics hardware [112, 216].
One benefit of ray tracing over the image-source method is the ability to include
diffuse reflections, whose importance in acoustic simulations has been discussed
by various researchers [54, 104, 149, 282]. Diffuse reflections caused by surface
roughness, impedance changes, and/or finite surface dimensions exist in most realworld environments, but can be difficult to simulate exactly. The typical approach
to model diffuse reflections in a ray-tracing context is to assign a random-incidence
scattering coefficient [45, 109, 284] to each surface, and use it to direct rays in nonspecular directions with the overall spatial distribution of energy obeying Lambert’s
Law [146]. Alternatives to this have also been described, for example by Embrechts [72] who uses the Kirchhoff approximation along with statistical roughness
properties of a surface to determine the directions of diffusely reflected rays.
Various authors also have described acoustic-simulation methods based on tracing
particles rather than rays. In some cases the distinction is superficial: as with
ray tracing, sound particles are injected into a virtual space from a source, traced
through the environment with specular and/or diffuse reflections at surfaces, and
intersections of their paths are detected with a receiving volume [65, 244, 245].
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However, related techniques variously known as “sonel mapping” [118, 119, 120]
and “phonon tracing” [17, 61, 62, 63, 175] are based on the graphics rendering
technique known as photon mapping [113]. With these methods, particle/surface
intersections are stored in a spatial data structure such as a kd-tree. After the
particle tracing is complete, rays from a receiver position are used to probe the
sonel or phonon map, i.e. the geometry, and calculate incoming acoustic energy
through estimates of the particle density near ray/surface intersections.

2.1.2.3

Beam and Cone Tracing

Like ray and particle tracing, beam and cone tracing techniques also are methods
used in acoustic modeling with a history in computer graphics [100]. Rather than infinitely thin rays, volumetric beams or cones, with triangular, polygonal, or circular
cross sections, are traced through a virtual environment to find propagation paths
from a source to a receiver. These methods offer a number of improvements over
ray tracing and the ISM. In regard to the former, they allow for the full coverage
of space surrounding a source position, thus eliminating the detrimental effects of
aliasing (spatial undersampling), and the finite spatial extent of beams and cones
permits the use of point receivers, so false detections due to finite receiver volumes
also are eliminated. In regard to the ISM, beam and cone tracing can be used
to accelerate the detection of valid, visible image sources by efficiently identifying
possible sequences of reflecting surfaces.
Early beam-tracing results in acoustics are due to Lewers [157], who employed
triangular beams (allowing for full, non-overlapping coverage of the 4π steradians
around a source) whose reflection behavior was governed by the intersection of
their center axis with surfaces in the virtual environment. The surface-reflection
history of each beam that intersected a receiver was used to identify visible image
sources and thus valid specular reflections. A similar approach was presented by
Farina [75, 76, 77, 78], although upon beam/receiver intersection he computed a
beam’s contribution to the simulated impulse response directly rather than search
for the associated image source. Monks et al. [181] and Stephenson [246] used exact
beam/surface intersections for trimming and splitting beams at reflecting surfaces
(as did Drumm and Lam [67] somewhat later), but dealt with the associated growth
in the number of beams to trace differently. The former limited their tracing to low
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reflection orders, and the latter used a spatial quantization approach to “re-unify”
beams with similar trajectories.
Further advances in beam tracing are described by Funkhouser et al. [83, 85],
whose use of binary-space partitioning (similar to that used later in [235] to accelerate the ISM) and a precomputed “beam tree” data structure allow for interactive simulation rates for moving receivers. Tsingos et al. [271] extended this
system to include edge diffraction. Antonacci et al. [6, 7, 8, 9] use similar data
structures, along with additional precomputed visibility information based on dualspace representations of 2D or 2.5D environments, to provide interactive beamtracing simulations with a moving source or a moving receiver. Laine [148] describes
various optimization for faster beam-tracing simulations, and Chandak et al. [37] use
hierarchical, quad-tree-based subdivision of four-sided frusta (beams) to compute
approximate beam/surface intersections for fast simulations.
Cone tracing [5] with beams of circular cross section also has been employed for
acoustic simulations, typically with reflections based on the interaction of a cone’s
center ray with reflecting surfaces. The popular commercial modeling software
CATT Acoustic uses various methods including cone tracing for its calculations [52,
53, 252]. An important limitation with cone tracing is the inability to cover the full
sphere around a source without gaps or overlapping cones. The former results in
possible missed propagation paths and the latter with multiple detections, although
this can be addressed with a Gaussian weighting across the cone faces to account
for the overlap [279].

2.1.2.4

Radiosity

Radiosity [94, 237] is yet another acoustic modeling technique with parallels in
computer graphics. In its original (acoustic) form it modeled only the diffuse exchange of sound energy between surface patches [144, 145]; specular reflections were
omitted from acoustic radiosity simulations that generated results similar to those
using ray tracing with purely diffuse (Lambertian) reflections [151]. Improvements
on the basic algorithm were given by Tsingos and Gascuel [273, 274] who borrowed
hierarchical patch subdivision from similar global-illumination methods [237], and
by LeBot [150] who altered the underlying integral equation to include specular
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reflections (apparently without knowledge of similar and earlier work in computer
graphics, e.g. by Immel et al. [107] and Rushmeier and Torrance [217]).
Additional radiosity results in acoustics have been presented by Hodgson and
Nosal [105, 191, 192] who describe computational enhancements, validation through
comparison with analytical solutions for spherical spaces, and further comparisons to
ray tracing with diffuse reflections in cubic enclosures. Muehleisen and Beamer [183]
present steady-state sound-pressure level predictions based on radiosity and compare
them to ray-tracing predictions and measured results from classrooms.

2.1.3

Hybrid Methods

Various aspects of the simulation methods described above suggest a hybrid approach to acoustic modeling. Accordingly, many commercial and research systems
employ multiple techniques to generate accurate broadband results over long time
scales. The crossover from one method to another is typically defined in terms of
temporal or spectral boundaries, but also may be related to differences in reflection
behavior such as that between specular and diffuse components of a sound field.
A time-based separation of simulation methods is perhaps the most common.
The density of reflections in a room impulse response (IR) grows quadratically with
time [147], and a distinction is often made between the sparse early reflections and
the dense late reverberation [51, 283]. The former can be largely specular, and
are critical for perceptual accuracy in terms of loudness and spatial aspects of a
simulated sound field. Late reflections are less important to model correctly on an
individual basis, and only the overall temporal, spectral, and spatial characteristics
of the late reverberation portion of an IR must be simulated properly. As such, a
technique such as the image-source method, perhaps accelerated with beam tracing,
which guarantees the detection of all specular reflections up to a specified order, is
preferred for the early reflections. Reverberation can then be modeled statistically or
with ray tracing, with relaxed accuracy constraints allowing for lower computational
complexity. “Temporal hybrids” of this nature are used in commercial software such
as Odeon [38] and CATT Acoustic [52] as well as various research systems [156, 230].
An alternative hybridization of the ISM and ray tracing involves using the latter to
acceleration detection of image sources visible from a receiver. This technique was
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originally described by Vorländer [281] and has been used in numerous simulation
systems [101, 189, 243].
Computational complexity is the main factor in the decision to use hybrid simulation techniques with spectral cutoffs. Wave-based methods can provide accurate
results at low frequencies, but the multiple-nodes-per-wavelength and/or Nyquist
requirements make high-frequency simulations impractical. This constraint has led
to hybrids combining low-frequency BEM calculations with high-frequency, GAbased calculations from CATT [251], as well as combinations of DWM simulations
with ray tracing [186, 233].
The final hybridization is based on the separate calculation of specular and diffuse
reflections. While ray tracing, for example, can be used to simulate both, many other
methods are restricted to one or the other. This has led to various combinations of
the ISM or beam tracing (for specular) with radiosity (for diffuse) [67, 136, 157, 247].

2.1.4

Validation

Validation of acoustic-modeling results also has been addressed widely in the literature, typically through comparisons of parameters extracted from measured and
simulated impulse responses, such as reverberation time, clarity and others defined
in the ISO 3382 standard [108], rather than of the impulse responses themselves.
Many such comparisons have been described, e.g. see [86, 93, 205, 214, 215], although a series of three “Round Robins on Room Acoustical Computer Simulation”
led by the Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB) Braunschweig generated
the most systematic validation results for GA simulations [22, 23, 24, 25, 282].
Each of the three Round Robins addressed a different space (a speech auditorium,
a concert hall, and a recording studio), and was open to participation from both
developers and users of various modeling programs. Participants were provided with
a modeling scenario (sometimes including only a verbal description of room dimensions and surface properties, while other times including a 3D model with specific
absorption and scattering coefficients) and asked to report back with parameter
values from their simulations that were compared to measured data. Accuracy (or
error) was measured in terms of just-noticeable-difference limen for octave-band
values of the parameters. Assuming accurate input data and a user’s familiarity
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and competence with the software, the conclusions reached by the PTB researchers
were:
• Results at low frequencies are hindered by the lack of wave phenomena such as
diffraction, as well as the lack of phase information due to the use of real-valued
surface absorption coefficients rather than complex surface impedances;1
• Middle-frequency and high-frequency parameters can be simulated accurately,
i.e. typically within one just-noticeable difference of measured values;
• Diffuse reflections are critical to model, and the typically used Lambertian
scattering is, while physically unrealistic, sufficient for accurate parametric
results;
• Increased level of geometric detail does not improve simulation results due to
the high-frequency assumptions of GA modeling techniques, but intelligent use
of scattering coefficients applied to large flat surfaces is sufficient to simulate
the scattering effects of the missing details.
Rather than compare parameters from measurements and simulations in complex
environments, Tsingos et al. [268] describe the validation of their beam-tracing
system through the direct comparison of impulse responses obtained from a simple
box geometry. Thorough measurements of surface, source, and receiver properties
were also collected and incorporated into their simulations to limit the number
of unknown factors affecting the results. They report high accuracy for their
simulations in terms of agreement with measured IRs, although no quantitative
error analysis is provided. They also show the importance of diffraction in acoustic
simulations through measured and modeled IRs for a receiver occluded from the
source.
Validation attempts have also been made for wave-based acoustic modeling.
Sakuma et al. [221, 222] describe a collection of benchmark problems for wavebased simulations, accessible from a web site [262], with a round-robin comparison
of results. While widespread use of the benchmarks does not seem to have occurred
yet, accurate FEM and BEM results for the given interior problems have been
described [123, 198].
1

The importance of including phase in acoustic simulations is also discussed by Suh and
Nelson [249].
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2.1.5

Auralization: Software and Systems

Acoustic modeling may be used for a variety of purposes, some of which require the
auralization, or rendering audible, of simulation results. An excellent overview of
the underlying principles is given by Kleiner et al. [134], and a more recent survey
with broad coverage of acoustic modeling and auralization has been published by
Vorländer [283].
In short, and as described in Chapter 1, auralization typically involves convolving
a simulated or measured impulse response with an anechoic source signal, and
rendering the result through headphones or loudspeakers to reproduce the simulated
or measured sound field. Ideally, this process should reproduce temporal, spectral,
and spatial aspects of the sound field for a perceptually accurate, immersive auditory
experience. Capturing and reproducing the spatial characteristics of a sound field
are topics of considerable current interest, for example with the development and
use of spherical microphone arrays [56, 95, 174, 196, 206], and various 3D rendering
techniques [57, 173].
Auralization is carried out with simulated IRs by commercially available roomacoustic modeling programs such as CATT Acoustic [52], Odeon [38, 189] and
EASE/EARS [1, 234]. In addition, various other systems also exist for virtual acoustic simulations and auralization, with applications in psychoacoustics research [19,
289], military training [81], and research in virtual reality [156, 228, 230].
Auralization of diffraction also has been discussed by Torres et al. [265] and
Tsingos et al. [271]. In addition, the diffraction modeling results described in later
chapters of this thesis have been subject to limited perceptual evaluation through
simple auralization with omni-directional impulse responses (see Sections 6.3.1.2
and 6.4.1.2).

2.2

Edge Diffraction

Edge-diffraction is a common component in studies of acoustic wave propagation.
Both interior and exterior problems can contain geometry, such as multi-scale roughness or source-occluding surfaces, whose reflection and/or scattering behavior is not
well modeled by geometrical-acoustics techniques. When wave-based simulations
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or analyses are not feasible, explicit diffraction calculations can be used alone or
combined with GA results to provide increased accuracy. Applications can be found
in many areas of acoustics including noise-barrier performance [71, 143, 169, 172],
room acoustics [60, 201, 263, 265], radiation from loudspeakers [213, 259, 280],
exploration seismology [16, 103, 267], and scattering from the ocean surface and
bottom [58, 80, 126].
In this thesis we are interested mainly in the application of diffraction modeling to simulations of room acoustics, specifically environments with occluders
and geometric elements whose dimensions can be comparable to or smaller than
the wavelengths of interest. In such cases, diffraction calculations can correct for
the high-frequency approximation inherent in GA modeling techniques to allow for:
deviations from pure specular reflections; sound propagation into shadow zones; and
smooth, continuous sound fields at reflection and shadow boundaries. All of these
factors are important not only for physical accuracy, but also to achieve perceptual
realism when auralizing sound fields for virtual-acoustic simulations.
The general edge-diffraction problem deals with the geometry of a wedge, and
considers diffraction from the intersection of the two planar wedge faces. The
classical problem of diffraction from an infinite wedge of arbitrary angle illuminated
or insonified by spherical waves has various solutions dating back to 1915.2 These
solutions may be exact or approximate/asymptotically correct, and are given in
either the time-domain or the frequency domain. Most derivations are made with
the assumption of ideal surface properties for the faces of the wedge, e.g. perfectly
conducting surfaces in the electromagnetic case, or perfectly hard (rigid) or soft
surfaces (Neumann or Dirichlet boundary conditions, respectively) for the acoustic
case. The following sections describe some of these methods and provide further
examples of their application.

2.2.1

Exact Methods

Macdonald [166], Oberhettinger [195], Bowman and Senior [28], and Pierce [208]
all present frequency-domain, contour-integral expressions for diffraction from an
infinite rigid wedge insonified by a time-harmonic point source. (Pierce’s expression,
2

Earlier diffraction expressions exist, but for more restricted cases such as that for the diffraction
of plane waves from a hard, thin screen (half plane) given by Sommerfeld in 1896 [242].
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in somewhat modified form, is given in Equation 3.15 in Section 3.6.3.) While exact,
their formulations do not lend themselves to simple evaluation and as such are used
mainly as reference solutions for comparison with other methods (which we do in
Section 3.6.3), or are employed in simplified (non-exact) form, e.g. see [207, 280].
As mentioned above in the context of modeling techniques, time-domain calculations are sometimes preferred over frequency-domain methods, for example when
an impulse response is desired for processing or when broadband results require
impractical, multiple iterations of a monochromatic frequency-domain solution. For
such cases, the Biot-Tolstoy-Medwin method [18, 169] provides the exact diffraction impulse response from an infinite wedge insonified by a point source, and
its reformulation by Svensson et al. [258] gives the exact solution for first-order
diffraction from a finite edge as a line integral along that edge. The latter of these is
employed throughout the remainder of this thesis, and Chapter 3 provides a detailed
description of the method, including its derivation, applications, and validation.

2.2.2

Approximate and Asymptotic Methods

As described above in the context of the BEM, the Helmholtz-Kirchhoff integral
gives the pressure at a point as an integral over the surrounding surfaces. Through
a simplification known as the Kirchhoff approximation (KA), in which the pressure
and particle velocity on each surface element are approximated with the values that
would exist if the surface was infinite in extent, the HK integral can be solved to yield
the diffracted components of a sound field. The Maggi-Rubinowicz transformation
of the simplified HK integral gives the diffraction as a “boundary wave” emanating
from a diffracting edge, i.e. an integral along the edge [26]. Trorey [266, 267],
Embleton [71], and Sakurai and Nagata [224] provide such diffraction expressions,
and apply them to seismic imaging, noise-barrier analysis, and room acoustics,
respectively. Formulations similar to Trorey’s also are given by Hilterman [102,
103] and Berryhill [16] and applied to problems in geophysics. Limitations of
diffraction calculations based on the KA have also been studied, in particular by
Jebsen and Medwin [110] and Norton et al. [190] who describe significant errors
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in backscattered diffraction through comparison with more accuracte numerical
simulation techniques.3
Another approximate method for simulating diffraction is the Geometrical Theory of Diffraction (GTD) [130] and the related Uniform Theory of Diffraction
(UTD) [137]. Developed in the context of geometrical optics from high-frequency,
asymptotic expansions of exact expressions for the diffraction of a plane wave by a
half-plane and a wedge, the GTD provides a means to find diffracted rays emanating
from the edge of a wedge, a concept amenable to integration with geometrical
acoustics as well. The main shortcoming of the GTD is its failure near reflection
and shadow boundaries, a problem overcome by the UTD through the use of socalled transition functions that, when combined with the original GTD diffraction
coefficients, provide for a continuous and bounded diffracted field. Applications of
UTD calculations in virtual-acoustic simulations are described below. Pierce [207]
describes a related uniform asymptotic expression for edge diffraction based on a
high-frequency approximation of his exact solution for diffraction of spherical waves
by a rigid wedge [208]. A comparison of Pierce’s method with the GTD and the
UTD is given in [122].
Numerous other approximate diffraction expressions exist, although they have
been given less attention in the literature. For example, Vanderkooy [280] provides a
time-domain line-integral wedge-diffraction expression based on the high-frequency
asymptotic solution from Bowman and Senior [28], and applies it to diffraction
from loudspeaker cabinets. Menounou et al. [171] describe the “directive line-source
model” for noise-barrier analysis, an approximate solution based on the integration
of infinitesimal secondary sources distributed along a diffracting edge. Stephenson
and Svensson [248] describe a diffraction model suitable for use with ray-tracing
simulations, in which the Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle is used to bend rays
around edges (an idea also used in optical simulations [82]).

2.2.3

Diffraction Modeling in Room Acoustics

The inclusion of edge diffraction in room-acoustics simulation and analysis has been
addressed by a number of authors, and the calculations typically are based on either
3

Thorsos [261] also describes the conditions for validity of the Kirchhoff approximation, but in
the context of rough-surface scattering rather than diffraction.
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the Kirchhoff approximation, the UTD, or the Biot-Tolstoy-Medwin method. For
the first of these, Sakurai and Nagata [224] used their expression to study the
early, first-order reflections from the stage walls and ceiling in an auditorium, and
Sakurai and Ishida [223] extended their results to multiple reflections. More recently,
Tsingos and Gascuel [276] used a KA-based method to approximate the diffraction
around occluders in virtual environments. Tsingos et al. [269, 270] describe the
use of programmable graphics hardware to accelerate scattering calculations, which
include diffraction, based on efficient evaluation of the HK integral simplified with
the Kirchhoff approximation.
As mentioned above, the diffracted-ray interpretation of the UTD makes it an
attractive method to combine with geometrical-acoustics modeling techniques. The
existence of a “diffraction cone” resulting from the equal angles of incidence and
diffraction posited by Keller [130] makes UTD calculations particularly well suited
for integration with beam tracing, and Tsingos et al. [271] and Funkhouser et al. [85]
developed such a beam-tracing system capable of including diffracted paths whose
contributions were calculated with the UTD. The beam-tracing system of Antonacci
et al. [7] also employs UTD diffraction, as does the frustum-tracing system of
Chandak et al. [37].
Diffraction calculations based on the Biot-Tolstoy-Medwin method [18, 169] also
have been used extensively in room acoustics modeling. As described above, such
a time-domain method is particularly appropriate for room acoustics due to the
common use and analysis of impulse responses rather than frequency-domain transfer functions. In addition, the applicability of the line-integral formulation in [258]
to finite edges provides an increase in accuracy over high-frequency, infinite-edge
approximate methods such as the UTD when modeling diffraction from objects
whose dimensions are comparable to the wavelengths associated with the audible
spectrum. Ouis [201] studied the effect of diffraction from the edge of a thin barrier,
meant to represent the presence of a side balcony, on the acoustics of a rectangular
space using scale-model measurements and image-source/BTM simulations. Torres
et al. [265] presented similar measurements and simulations for a scale model of a
stage house, and of particular significance to Chapter 6, they used listening tests to
study the audibility of the diffraction contributions in their simulations. Løvstad
and Svensson [164] also presented measured and simulated impulse responses for a
model of an orchestra pit. BTM-based diffraction also has been integrated into the
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Digital Interactive Virtual Acoustics (DIVA) simulation and auralization system of
Savioja, Lokki, et al. [162, 211, 230]. For auralization of diffraction in this system,
an approximation can be used in which BTM diffraction IRs are converted into
transfer functions (with an FFT) which are smoothed and fit with warped infiniteimpulse response filters for efficient rendering [162]. In a similar fashion, de Rycker
[60] and Torres et al. [264] approximated diffraction IRs with finite impulse-response
low-pass filters and applied them to simulated sound fields in a virtual performance
space.
Commercially available acoustic modeling tools such as CATT [52] and Odeon [38]
simulate the effects of diffraction on the reflection and scattering from finite surfaces
by adjusting the spectra of specular reflections and the fraction of energy that is
scattered in non-specular directions. However, they do not calculate diffraction
explicitly, and thus do not model sound propagation into shadow zones or address
the discontinuities at reflection and shadow boundaries. Tsingos and Gascuel [275]
describe a method to approximate the diffracted sound field behind occluders in
virtual environments without direct diffraction computations by using graphics
hardware to evaluate partial obstructions of Fresnel volumes.
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Chapter 3
The Biot-Tolstoy-Medwin
Diffraction Formulation
3.1

Introduction

In this thesis, we utilize the line-integral formulation of the Biot-Tolstoy-Medwin
diffraction expression [18, 169] developed by Svensson et al. [258] for all diffraction
modeling. The remainder of this chapter covers: the development of this formulation
for continuous-time diffraction impulse responses (IRs) (Sections 3.2 - 3.4); the
conversion from continuous-time to discrete-time IRs (Section 3.5, also addressed in
Chapter 5); a frequency-domain formulation and its relationship to other diffraction
expressions (Section 3.6); a summary of validation experiments, comparing BTM
simulations to other numerical methods and to physical measurements (Section
3.7); and finally a discussion of the method’s limitations (Section 3.8). While both
Medwin and Svensson et al. have provided extensions of the BTM model for higherorder diffraction (the limitations of which are described in Section Section 3.8), the
following discussion is restricted to first-order diffraction. Section 3.6 has been
accepted for publication in slightly modified form [257].
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Figure 3.1: 2D projections of the infinite 3D wedge geometry and cylindrical coordinate system.
The z-axis is aligned with the edge (perpendicular to the page in (a)), r is measured radially from
the edge, and θ is the angle of rotation about the edge measured from one of the faces. The source
is located at (rS , θS , zS ) and the receiver at (rR , θR , zR ).

3.2

The Original Biot-Tolstoy Diffraction
Expression

In [18], Biot and Tolstoy (BT) provide a solution of the wave equation in cylindrical
coordinates (r, θ, z) within an infinite wedge geometry for the displacement potential
Φ, from which the acoustic pressure can be found through the relation
∂2Φ
p = −ρ 2 ,
∂t

(3.1)

where ρ is the density of the medium within the open portion of the wedge. As
shown in Figure 3.1, the coordinate system is oriented such that the z-axis is aligned
with the edge of the wedge, r is the radial distance from the edge, and θ measures
rotation about the edge with one wedge face at θ = 0 and the other at θ = θW .
The BT solution, which is derived using the method of normal coordinates, is
a superposition of modes in the wedge-shaped space: rigid boundary conditions
are applied at the faces and the modal amplitudes and phases are matched to
an “instantaneous unit-volume injection point source” arbitrarily placed within the
wedge. The summation of normal modes (a discrete sum over θ due to the boundary
conditions and continuous integrals over r and z) collapses into an explicit timedomain expression for the direct sound, specular reflections from the faces, and
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diffraction from the edge or wedge apex, i.e. the infinite, linear intersection of the
two wedge faces. The terms for the direct sound and specular reflections are the
expected Dirac delta functions with appropriate delays, and as such are typically
considered separately as the geometrical-acoustics components that can be found
using alternate techniques such as the image-source method [2]. It is only the term
for the diffracted component that is of interest here; combining diffraction with GA
modeling is discussed further in Chapter 7.
Using a combination of notation from [18] and [258], the continuous-time BT
expression for diffraction from an infinite rigid wedge insonified by a point source
at (rS , θS , zS ) and measured at a receiver at (rR , θR , zR ) is
∂Φ
c
e−νη
sin[ν(π ± θS ± θR )]
=
·
·
,
−νη
∂t
4πθW rS rR sinh η 1 − 2e
cos[ν(π ± θS ± θR )] + e−2νη

(3.2)

where c is the speed of sound, ν = π/θW is the wedge index, and θW is the open
wedge angle. The auxiliary function η is

η = cosh−1

2
c2 t2 − (rR
+ rS2 + zR2 )
,
2rS rR

(3.3)

with the assumption that the z−axis is aligned such that zS = 0. The ± notation

is shorthand for a sum over the four angles

ϕ1 = π + θS + θR ,

ϕ2 = π + θS − θR ,

ϕ3 = π − θS + θR ,

ϕ4 = π − θS − θR ,

(3.4)

and thus Eq. (3.2) also can be written
4
X
∂Φ
c
e−νη
sin(νϕi )
=
·
·
.
∂t
4πθW rS rR sinh η i=1 1 − 2e−νη cos(νϕi ) + e−2νη
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(3.5)

Using Eq. (3.1), the corresponding diffracted acoustic pressure is
ρc3
t
p(t) =
· 2 2
· e−νη ·
2
4πθW rS rR sinh η
4 
X
sin(νϕi )
coth η ·
+
−νη
1 − 2e
cos(νϕi ) + e−2νη
i=1



L0
(1 − e−2νη ) sin(νϕi )
π
·H t−
,
θW [1 − 2e−νη cos(νϕi ) + e−2νη ]2
c

(3.6)

where H is the Heaviside step function and L0 is the length of the shortest path from
the source to the receiver via the edge. In this form, the BT solution is exact for the
diffraction from an infinite rigid wedge. Pressure-release wedges also can be modeled
with a change of sign for the first and fourth terms in the summation [132, 258].
“Combination” wedges with one rigid face and one pressure-release face can be
handled with a suitable modification of the signs of the summation terms that
satisfies the desired boundary conditions.

3.3

Medwin’s Modifications

One non-ideal aspect of the original BT solution is the source type, an “instantaneous unit-volume injection point source ... [which] leads to a spherically propagating pressure doublet (i.e., an infinite compression followed instantaneously by an
infinite rarefaction).” [18] This yields a source-pressure function that is proportional
to the time derivative of a Dirac delta function, but a more useful source would yield
a pressure function proportional to the Dirac function itself. To this end, Medwin
chose “to assume a point source S (volume/time) which starts to flow uniformly and
instantaneously at t = 0, ... [and thus] radiates a delta function of pressure.” [169]
With such a source, the diffracted pressure is then given by the so-called BiotTolstoy-Medwin (BTM) solution,
4
X
1
−Sρc
·
·
βi
p(t) =
8πθW rS rR sinh η i=1

where the functions βi are
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(3.7)

βi =

sin(νϕi )
2e−νη sin(νϕi )
=
.
−νη
−2νη
1 − 2e
cos(νϕi ) + e
cosh(νη) − cos(νϕi )

(3.8)

The use of the βi notation was introduced later by Svensson et al. in [258],
specifically with the latter form in Eq. (3.8), and the significance of these functions
is discussed further below.
Medwin also addressed the application of Eq. (3.7) to noise barriers with edges of
finite length by truncating the infinite-edge response at the time associated with the
longest path from the source to the receiver through the finite edge. In this context,
he pointed out that for the infinite edge, there exist two points that contribute to
each instant of the diffraction impulse response, one on each side of the so-called
apex point, the point on the edge that represents the least time S → Edge → R
path. For the finite-edge case, it is possible for both, one, or neither of these points to
contribute to the diffraction IR at a given instant of time, resulting in the diffracted
pressure being, respectively, equal to that for the infinite-edge case, half of that for
the infinite-edge case1 , or zero. While the first and last of these are obvious results
and can be stated without proof, Svensson et al. definitively established that the
two “sides” of the edge do in fact contribute equally to the diffracted pressure [258].
Examples of this two-sided contribution can be seen in Figure 3.3 in the context of
computing discrete-time diffraction IRs.

3.4

Secondary Source Functions and the
Line-Integral Formulation

In [258], Svensson et al. further developed the BTM expression into a more physically intuitive solution. In particular, they reformulated the expression as a line
integral along the diffracting edge, which has the benefit of allowing for simulations
of finite and infinite edges with the appropriate choice of integration limits. This new
formulation suggests the interpretation of the edge as a collection of infinitesimal
secondary sources of radiation (a concept also used by Medwin et al. in their
“discrete Huygens” interpretation of second-order diffraction in [170]), and thus
1

In a later paper, Medwin et al. [170] suggest that the contributions from the two sides of the
least-time point are not equal, but instead should be scaled by a factor related to the asymmetry
of the geometry.
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Figure 3.2: Wedge geometry and edge-aligned cylindrical-coordinate system for a finite wedge.
For the source/receiver pair (S, R) the apex point A is included in the physical edge; this is always
the case for infinite edges. For the source/receiver pair (S 0 , R0 ) the apex point A0 is not included
in the physical edge, and this condition can only occur for finite wedges.

the integrand as the product of secondary-source directivity functions (βi ) and
distance-attenuation terms. Isolating the diffraction impulse response from the
source function, the former is given by


4 Z
m + l βi
ν X z2
δ t−
dz,
hdiffr (t) = −
4π i=1 z1
c
ml

(3.9)

where the βi functions are given in Eq. (3.8) and m and l are the distances from the
source to a point on the edge and the receiver to a point on the edge, respectively, as
seen in Figure 3.2. The integration limits z1 and z2 correspond to the z− coordinates
for the end points of a finite edge, and can take the values ±∞ for an infinite wedge.
For numerical convenience, the auxiliary function η can be rewritten as [258]

η = cosh

−1



ml + (z − zS )(z − zR )
rS rR



.

(3.10)

To obtain the diffracted pressure, the source signal is defined as q(t) = ρA(t)/4π,
where ρ is again the density of the propagation medium and A(t) is the volume
acceleration of the point source. Such a source signal implies that the free-field
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impulse response of the source is h(t) = δ(t − d/c)/d, where d is the distance from
the source to the receiver. The diffracted sound pressure can be calculated using
Eq. (3.9) through the convolution integral

p(t) =

Z

∞
0

hdiffr (τ )q(t − τ )dτ.

(3.11)

In summary, the metamorphosis of the BTM solution from Eq. (3.2) to Eq.
(3.7) to Eq. (3.9) resulted in a number of computational improvements. First,
the implicit source function was changed from a doublet to a Dirac delta function,
making evaluation of the diffraction impulse response straightforward. Second, the
singularity due to the sinh() function in the denominator was removed, allowing for
simpler numerical evaluation. (The singularity due to the denominator of the βi
functions taking the value 0 still remains, however, and is addressed in more detail
in Sections 4.3 and Chapter 4.) Finally, the conversion to an integral over the length
of the edge allows for the explicit calculation of diffraction from finite edges. This
is particularly valuable in the case of virtual-acoustic simulations in architectural
environments: the acoustic wavelength can be comparable to or greater than the
lengths of the edges in the environment, violating the infinite-edge assumption of
high-frequency asymptotic methods such as the Uniform Theory of Diffraction [137].

3.5

From Continuous Time to Discrete Time

In most computational applications, a discrete-time representation of the diffraction impulse response is needed, and the standard technique is to area-sample a
continuous-time expression such as Eq. (3.7) [170, 43, 258]. Given a sampling
frequency FS , such an area-sampling corresponds to the integration of the analytic
expression over a time range that is ±0.5/FS around each sample instant, i.e.,
hdiffr (n) =

Z

(n+0.5)/FS

hdiffr (τ ) dτ,

(3.12)

(n−0.5)/FS

where hdiffr (n) is the discrete-time IR with sample index n. The transition from the
continuous-time line-integral expression in Eq. (3.9) to a discrete-time formulation
using the area-sampling in Eq. (3.12) is accomplished by setting the integration
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Figure 3.3: Unfolded 2D view of sample-aligned segments for the first two samples of an edgediffraction IR for two source/receiver geometries. For each, the apex point is marked with an
‘×’. In both cases, the segment of the edge within the solid ellipse contributes to the first sample
(n0 ) of the edge-diffraction IR, and the two segments between the solid and dashed ellipses to the
second sample (n1 ). For (b), an asymmetric case, the two segments marked n1 are of different
lengths, but contribute equally to the second sample of the IR.

limits zn,1 and zn,2 for the nth sample to points along the edge that correspond to
the travel times (n−0.5)/FS and (n+0.5)/FS . With such boundaries, each segment
contributes to exactly one sample of the discrete-time diffraction IR, which can be
written
4 Z
ν X zn,2 βi
dz.
h(n) = −
4π i=1 zn,1 ml

(3.13)

Such “sample-aligned” segments correspond to portions of an edge that lie between
intersections of two confocal ellipsoids with the edge: the foci are the source and
receiver locations, and the lengths of the axes are determined by the distances
c(n ± 0.5)/FS . Examples are shown in Figure 3.3. A detailed description of the
steps to compute the sample-aligned segment boundaries can be found in Appendix
A2 of [255]. Further discussion of sample-aligned edge segments, as well as other
edge subdivision methods, can be found in Chapter 5.

3.6

A Frequency-Domain Formulation

While the time-domain BTM formulation in Eq. (3.9) can be useful for identifying
individual diffraction components in a simulated IR, certain applications, such as the
study of the insertion loss provided by noise barriers, traditionally have employed
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analysis in the frequency domain. In addition, the low-pass filtering effect of areasampling Eq. (3.9) to obtain the discrete-time expression in Eq. (3.13) can be
avoided with computations done directly in the frequency domain. While frequencydomain representations of the original Biot-Tolstoy expression and Medwin’s BTM
expression have been developed previously, none has had the main advantage of
the line-integral formulation: direct application to finite edges. In this section, it
is shown that the time-domain line-integral BTM expression can be transformed to
provide the exact first-order edge-diffraction solution for a finite or infinite wedge in
the frequency domain [257]. Furthermore, for an infinite wedge this new formulation
is shown to be equivalent to a reference contour-integral solution from [28] and [208]
via a transformation of variables.

3.6.1

Previous Frequency-Domain BTM Expressions

In [169], Medwin suggests a “compromise technique” to transform his diffraction
expression into the frequency domain due to the lack of an analytical transform.
Noting that the diffracted energy is highest at and shortly after the onset of the
diffraction IR, he provides an approximation of the time-domain expression for small
time values (relative to the onset time) that is analytically transformable. This is
complemented with a discrete Fourier transform of the remainder of the diffraction IR to form a complete, but approximate, frequency-domain representation.
In a somewhat similar fashion, Kinney et al. [132] exploit the dominance of the
diffraction onset by developing an analytically transformable approximation to the
BTM solution that is asymptotically correct for small time values. In [203], Ouis
describes eight approximations of Medwin’s BTM formulation (one is Medwin’s
original approximation, the remaining seven are original) that can be transformed
into frequency-domain expressions, specifically for diffraction from a hard half-plane.

3.6.2

The Line-Integral Frequency-Domain Formulation

The new line-integral frequency-domain formulation results from a direct Fourier
transformation of the time-domain expression given in Eq. (3.9). Since the time
variable t occurs only in the δ-function, the transformation is straightforward, and
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yields the edge-diffraction transfer function, Hdiffr (ω), as a line integral:
4 Z
ν X z2 −jk(m+l) βi
e
Hdiffr (ω) = −
dz.
4π i=1 z1
ml

(3.14)

A time function of ejωt is assumed but omitted.
As with the time-domain formulation, the singularity due to the denominator of
the βi functions taking the value 0 for a receiver on a reflection or shadow boundary
must be considered when evaluating Eq. (3.14). If the apex point is not included
in the physical wedge, i.e. za is not in the interval [z1 , z2 ], the singularity does not
affect the integral and thus ordinary numerical-integration techniques can be used
to compute Hdiffr (ω). To avoid the singularity when necessary, it is possible to use
an analytical approximation of the integrand in the vicinity of the apex point. Such
an approximation for the time-domain expression is described in Section 4.3.1 and
its validity for use with Eq. (3.14) is addressed in Section 4.3.6. This analytical
expression simplifies the numerical integration and offers a formulation that is robust
to zone-boundary crossings.

3.6.3

Relationship to the Contour-Integral Solution for the
Infinite Wedge

As mentioned above, a related, exact, frequency-domain diffraction expression for
the infinite wedge was given independently by Bowman and Senior in [28] and by
Pierce in [208]. That formulation is shown below, with some changes of variable
names made for easier comparison to the new frequency-domain BTM line-integral
formulation. In particular, the original contour-integral integration variable, t in
[28] and s in [208], corresponds to η defined in Eq. (3.10). The integration range
(typically −∞ to ∞) can be halved because the integrand is even in η, and the
reference solution is then

ref
(ω)
Hdiffr

4 Z
ν X ∞ e−jkRref
βi dη,
= −2
4π i=1 0
Rref
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(3.15)

where βi are the same as in Eq. (3.8), and
Rref =

q

2
rS2 + rR
+ (zR − zS )2 + 2 rS rR cosh η.

(3.16)

Comparing Eqs. (3.14) and (3.15), equivalence of the two formulations can be
established if
Rref = m + l,
(3.17)
and

dη
dz
dη
Rref
=
⇒
=
.
Rref
ml
dz
ml

(3.18)

To address Eq. (3.17), setting zS = 0, without loss of generality, simplifies the
derivation somewhat. The expressions for m and l needed to continue are
m=

q

rS2

+

z2,

l=

q

2
rR
+ (z − zR )2 .

(3.19)

Squaring both sides of Eq. (3.17) leads to the variable
2
f1 = Rref
− (m + l)2 ,

(3.20)

and the goal is then to show that f1 = 0 (since Rref , m, and l all are positive).
Substituting Eqs. (3.16) and (3.19) into Eq. (3.20) yields
f1

2
q
q
2
rS2 + z 2 + rR
+ (z − zR )2
=
+ + + 2rS rR cosh η −
q
q
2
= 2rS rR cosh η − 2z(z − zR ) − 2 rS2 + z 2 rR
+ (z − zR )2 .
(3.21)
rS2

2
rR

zR2

Applying the definition of η (Eq. 3.10) to Eq. (3.21) results in f1 = 0.
To address the second part of the proof, Eq. (3.18) can be rewritten using Eq.
(3.17) as
dη
m+l
=
.
(3.22)
ml
dz
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To establish equality, dη/dz can be derived using the definition of η which yields
dη
rS rR
= q
dz
2
[ml + z(z − zR )]2 − rS2 rR
zl
+ (z−zlR )m + 2z − zR
m
q
=
2
[ml + z(z − zR )]2 − rS2 rR

=

=

1
ml

2
ml

[zl2 + (z − zR )m2 + (2z − zR )ml]
q
2
[ml + z(z − zR )]2 − rS2 rR

[z(m + l)2 − zR m(m + l)]
q
2
[ml + z(z − zR )]2 − rS2 rR

m+l
[z(m + l) − zR m]
.
= q ml
2
2 2
[ml + z(z − zR )] − rS rR

(3.23)

Inserting this expression into Eq. (3.22), rearranging, and squaring both sides yields
the variable f2 that will be shown to vanish (the involved terms are all positive so
the squaring introduces no sign ambiguity):
f2 =


2
[ml + z(z − zR )]2 − rS2 rR
− [z(m + l) − zR m]2

2
= m2 l2 + z 2 (z − zR )2 + 2mlz(z − zR ) − rS2 rR

− z 2 (m + l)2 + zR2 m2 − 2zzR m(m + l)




2
= m2 l2 − (z − zR )2 + z 2 (z − zR )2 − l2 − rS2 rR


2
= l2 − (z − zR )2 (m2 − z 2 ) − rS2 rR

= 0.

(3.24)

Pierce [208] presents a similar argument by applying a different transformation
of variables followed by an inverse Fourier transform to his frequency-domain formulation to arrive at the original (time-domain) Biot-Tolstoy expression [18]. Chu
et al. [41] also provide a proof of equivalence between the original BT solution and
Pierce’s contour-integral solution by applying the Fourier transform to the former
with a change of integration variable from t to η, followed by a short series of
trigonometric and algebraic manipulations.
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Figure 3.4: 2D view of the geometry used to produce the results in Figures 3.5 - 3.7. For the
source: rS = 2 m, θS = 45◦ , zS = 0 m. For receiver R1 : rR = 5 m, θR = 270◦ , zR = 0 m. For
receiver R2 : rR = 5 m, θR = 224.999◦, zR = 0 m. The wedge angle θW = 315◦. The length of the
edge (perpendicular to the page) varies and is given for each set of results.

3.6.4

Sample Calculations

One basic geometry has been chosen for numerical evaluation of the new frequencydomain formulation. Fig. 3.4 depicts the wedge (in 2D), with one source position,
S, and two receiver positions, R1 and R2 . Furthermore, different edge lengths
(perpendicular to the page) are used in the various examples, as specified below.
Equations (3.14) and (3.15) were used to compare the new formulation to the
reference solution, respectively. 2 Of particular interest was the edge length needed
in the former to provide a suitable approximation of the infinite edge in the latter.
As can be seen in Figure 3.5, increasing the edge length to 200 m with the new
formulation yields results for which the error is approximately 100 dB below the
reference solution at low frequencies and decreases with increasing frequency.
Numerical integration was computed using the quadgk function in Matlab R , which implements
adaptive Gauss-Kronrod quadrature. A relative tolerance of 10−6 has been used for all calculations.
2
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Figure 3.5: |Hdiffr (ω)| calculated with the reference solution, Eq. (3.15), for an infinite edge using
the geometry in Fig. 3.4 and receiver R1 . Error for the new formulation, Eq. (3.14), is shown for
edges with various lengths, indicating the convergence to the reference solution with increasing
length.

The new formulation has also been compared to a discrete Fourier transform of
the diffraction impulse response in Eq. (3.13). The edge length was set to 1 m
(z1 = 0 and z2 = 1). As described previously, the use of area sampling to convert
the continuous-time expression to a discrete-time IR corresponds to a first-order
low-pass filter, and such a low filter order can result in significant aliasing effects.
Therefore, in order to reach a high level of accuracy for the transformed timedomain results, a high sampling frequency must be chosen. In Fig. 3.6, the new
method has been used to compute a reference magnitude spectrum, and the spectral
error associated with Fourier-transformed time-domain calculations using sampling
frequencies of 48, 96, 192, and 384 kHz are shown (48 kHz in Fig. 3.6(a) only). As
can be seen in Figure 3.6(a), the error for receiver R1 decreases as expected when
the sampling frequency is increased, indicating its dominant source is the aliasing
mentioned above. For each sampling frequency, the error increases approximately 6
dB per octave due to the first-order nature of low-pass filtering due to area sampling.
The ripple seen in the frequency-domain solution is caused by the finite length of the
edge. In Figure 3.6(b), results are shown for receiver R2 which is very close to the
shadow boundary. The reference magnitude spectrum is nearly flat, corresponding
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(a) Receiver R1
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(b) Receiver R2
Figure 3.6: |Hdiffr (ω)| calculated with the new frequency-domain BTM formulation (Eq. (3.14))
for the geometry in Fig. 3.4, using edge endpoints z1 = 0 m, z2 = 1 m. Time-domain solutions
computed for sampling frequencies 48 ((a) only), 96, 192, and 384 kHz have been transformed to
the frequency domain using the FFT, and the error relative to the frequency-domain solution is
shown. (a) Data for receiver R1 . (b) Data for receiver R2 .
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Figure 3.7: |Hdiffr (ω)| calculated for the geometry in Fig. 3.4, using receiver R1 and edge lengths
of 1, 2, 4, and 16 m.

to the Dirac-like behavior of the diffraction IR for such receiver positions. The error
is significantly higher in this case, also due to the pulse-like characteristics of the
impulse response near the zone boundaries.
The effect of varying the edge length was also studied, and the results shown
in Figure 3.7 agree with those presented by de Rycker [60] and Torres et al. [264].
The low-frequency magnitude decreases as expected with decreasing edge length,
and the spectral ripple, which is due to the sudden truncation of the edge (and it’s
associated impulse response), increases as expected with decreasing edge length.

3.7
3.7.1

Numerical and Experimental Validation
Comparison to Measurements

Medwin’s BTM formulation has been the subject of many validation experiments,
with measured data for various geometries typically captured by recording the
scattered (reflected and diffracted) field due to insonification by a spark source.
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Such sources tend to produce little low frequency energy3 , and thus the requirement
of rigid wedge faces for the BTM solution is easily met with common materials such
as plasterboard, plywood, and aluminum used in these experiments. The free-field
spark response can be convolved with the simulated impulse response to allow for
direct comparison of measured and simulated data.
In his original paper on the subject [169], Medwin compared BTM predictions
to measured insertion-loss data between 1 and 40 kHz from Jonasson [115] and
Bremhorst [30] for a wedge with θW = 270◦ and a screen with θW = 360◦ . The
reported error is near 1 dB across the measured spectrum, with slightly higher error
at near grazing diffraction angles for the screen attributed to its thickness and the
lack of second-order diffraction in the simulations.
In [170], Medwin et al. compared measurements (obtained from [30] and [111])
of insertion loss for a thin (0.48 cm) plate to BTM calculations. For a source
at θS = 15◦ , they show excellent agreement, with error below 1 dB between 4
and 40 kHz, using first-order diffraction simulations from an infinitely thin plate
(θW = 360◦ ) when θR ≤ 270◦ . For θR ≥ 270◦ , they report an r.m.s. error near 4
dB for first-order diffraction simulations, but a reduction to 1 dB when the plate
is modeled as two wedges with θW = 270◦ separated by a shared 0.48 cm face and
second-order diffraction is included. They also provide comparisons for an alternate
barrier design and a rigid strip, and similar agreement is seen when second-order
diffraction is included.
In [110], Jebsen and Medwin studied backscatter from a plate (θW = 360◦ )
and a wedge (θW = 270◦) with a co-located source and receiver. They compared
measurements to two types of predictions: one based on the BTM expression, and
the other on the Helmholtz-Kirchhoff integral theorem simplified with the Kirchhoff
assumption. They found good agreement with the former and significant errors with
the latter.
Li and Clay [159] measured and simulated impulse responses in 12.07◦ and 52◦
plasterboard wedges. For the former, the choice of the wedge angle, for which
θW ≈ 180◦/15, resulted in very weak diffraction from the interior edge4 , and they
used the measurements mainly to confirm the BTM predictions for the reflections
from the wedge faces. For the latter, the measured and simulated impulse responses
3
4

Typical results cited below have a low-frequency limit between 2 kHz and 5 kHz
Wedges for which θW = π/m for integer values of m do not diffract [18, 129].
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for a single source/receiver pair are presented for comparison. Visual inspection
suggests a good match, and errors are attributed to the difficulty in constructing
a “non-leaky” wedge apex. In addition, they provide data for a line of receivers
that crosses a reflection boundary for a 270◦ wedge, and show high accuracy for the
BTM simulations.
Li et al. [158] measured and simulated scattering from an angle iron on plasterboard, arranged to yield a wedge with θW = 270◦ , and two wedges with θW = 135◦
where the faces of the angle iron met the plasterboard. Comparison of their results
in the time-domain show good agreement for first-order and second order diffraction.
Chambers and Berthelot [36] studied the reflection boundaries for a step discontinuity (two horizontal surfaces offset with an 18-mm vertical surface, thus a 270◦
wedge sharing a face with a non-diffracting 90◦ wedge) and show comparisons in
the time domain and at single frequencies for various receiver positions. While the
comparison is largely qualitative, the results indicate that the BTM solution can
predict the scattering from this geometry accurately in terms of amplitude, shape,
arrival time, and polarity of the diffracted components.
Wadsworth and Chambers [285] used BTM-based simulations for the analysis
of the insertion loss (IL) of 1:10-scale noise barriers and compared the results to
measured IL values. Their test cases included a single knife-edge barrier (θW =
360◦ ), a wide barrier (two wedges with θW = 270◦ connected by a common face),
and a double knife-edge barrier (two wedges with θW = 360◦ separated by a fixed
distance). They found excellent agreement in IL between 2 and 20 kHz.
In the context of evaluating various diffraction-calculation methods, Ouis [202]
presents a frequency-domain comparison of BTM-based simulations with measurements of diffraction from the edge of a 1-mm aluminum sheet mounted on a plywood
base. No quantitative evaluation of the error is provided, but the measurements
seem to support the predictions “quite favourably.” In a later work, Ouis [204]
measured and simulated diffraction from the edge of a 1.5-mm aluminum plate and
presented time-domain and frequency-domain comparisons of the results for two
source/receiver combinations. He found excellent agreement between 2 and 25 kHz,
with some low-frequency error likely due to “poor performance of the sound source.”
Menounou and You [172] studied various barrier configurations (e.g. straight edge
and jagged edge) in part to validate the directive line-source model of diffraction
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(DLSM, see also [171]), and compared spark-based measurements to DLSM and
BTM simulations in the time-domain. The observed agreement among all three is
quite good but not quantified.
A collection of papers has also been written on the so-called “facet-ensemble
method” or “wedge-assemblage” (WA) method, which is based on BTM diffraction.
In short, the method involves defining a surface (e.g. a one-dimensional sinusoid or
a two-dimensional rough surface) as a collection of planar facets, then simulating the
scattering from the surface by modeling the diffraction from the facet intersections
(edges). Comparison of WA results with measured data and/or other numerical
scattering models has shown good agreement, although the comparisons typically
have been based on gross characteristics of the scattered field rather than the
individual diffracted components. See [125, 126, 127, 128, 131, 132, 194] for further
details.
Comparisons of diffraction measurements to simulations based on the line-integral
BTM formulation from Svensson et al. [258] are limited. Torres et al. [265] present
measured and simulated data for a scale-model stage house (made with reinforced
acrylic). Their main goal is to show the importance of including diffraction in the
simulations rather than to validate the BTM formulation, but the agreement is
good, and discrepancies between the overall responses are largely ascribed to excess
levels of the simulated specular reflections rather than inaccuracies in the diffraction
computations. Løvstad and Svensson [164] presented measured data obtained from
a 1:5 scale model of an orchestra pit, and compared them to simulations including
first-order diffraction and specular reflections up to second order. The results, for
a linear distribution of source positions, indicate good agreement between the two.
However, the stated purpose of the paper was to suggest a benchmark case for
simulations that include diffraction (the source is occluded from the receiver in many
cases and the model contains numerous prominent diffracting edges), so the analysis
of the comparison is limited to visual inspection of the data, and in particular the
(correct) continuity of the simulated sound field when diffraction is included.
For a more explicit validation of the BTM line-integral formulation, Lokki et
al. [160, 161] developed an experimental setup to isolate the diffraction from a single
edge of a chipboard panel. Their measured and simulated results are presented in
the time and frequency domains and again show good agreement. Factors such as
non-rigidity of the panel, imperfect attenuation of diffraction from secondary edges,
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and a non-ideal point source are suggested as the main causes for the differences in
the measured and simulated data.

3.7.2

Comparison to Other Numerical Techniques

In addition to experimental validation, BTM expressions also have been the subject of comparison to other numerical diffraction solutions. In [125], Keiffer used
pressure-release sinusoids to compare BTM-based diffraction calculations from the
wedge-assemblage method to predictions from a method-of-moments formulation
described in [261]. The agreement is quite good, and errors generally are attributed
to the lack of multiple scattering in the WA method rather than the BTM solution
itself. Keiffer et al. [128] compared Medwin’s BTM formulation to a T-matrix
solution for hard and soft discs. Results are generally excellent, and multiple
diffraction is again identified as a critical component to obtain truly accurate results.
In [258], Svensson et al. compare simulations of axisymmetric scattering from
rigid and soft discs using their line-integral BTM formulation to those in [128], and
report a maximum error of 0.2 dB for the first-order diffraction amplitude relative to
the T-matrix solution. They also report good agreement between their predictions
for scattering from a rigid rectangular plate and previously published predictions
for the same plate made with the boundary-element method [46]. A comparison of
the frequency-domain formulation of the BTM line-integral expression to Pierce’s
exact frequency-domain expression [208] is shown in Section 3.6 above.

3.8

Limitations

One limitation of BTM diffraction is the lack of so-called slope diffraction terms.
Slope diffraction is a phenomenon that arises when the incident field on an edge
has a non-zero gradient, from which diffraction can arise even when the amplitude
of the field is zero [12]. A common 2D example of this is a wedge insonified by a
dipole, with the edge aligned with the null of the source; a diffracted field is present
despite the zero-amplitude incident field. Slope diffraction plays a role in higherorder diffraction, where the diffracted field from one edge may result in an incident
field on a subsequent edge with zero amplitude but a non-zero gradient. While
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this concept is well studied in electromagnetics, and slope-diffraction terms for the
UTD have been determined [12, 167], it remains relatively unexplored in acoustics.
One exception is [250], in which Summers uses BTM diffraction to study the energy
transfer between spaces in systems of coupled acoustic volumes, and notes that the
lack of slope diffraction results in errors in the associated power transmission coefficients (but does not attempt to determine the appropriate expressions). Derivation
of the slope-diffraction terms for the BTM formulation should be straightforward,
and would allow a quantitative assessment of their importance in various simulation
scenarios.
An additional shortcoming of BTM diffraction, as is common with many other
expressions, is its restriction to ideal surfaces for the wedge faces. While experiments
have shown good agreement between BTM-based simulations and measured results
for various hard materials (as summarized in Section 3.7.1), an exact solution for
diffraction from wedges with faces of arbitrary impedance is not yet known. The
BTM method has been extended to apply to iso-velocity, density-contrast wedges
[39, 40, 58, 79, 80, 193] (i.e. wedges for which the speed of sound is the same
as that for the surrounding medium but the density is not), and this solution is
applicable to ocean acoustics where the water and bottom surface meet the necessary
criteria. However, the general case has yet to be solved, and it may be particularly
applicable to environments commonly used in virtual-acoustic simulations such as
concert halls, classrooms, offices, etc. that typically contain surfaces with varying
degrees of frequency-dependent impedance.
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Chapter 4
Diffraction Singularities at
Reflection and Shadow Boundaries
4.1

Introduction

The sound field in the vicinity of a wedge is often analyzed in terms of its constituent
parts: the geometrical-acoustics (GA) components, i.e. the direct sound and specular reflections, and the diffraction from the edge. With such a decomposition,
singularities in mathematical expressions for the diffracted component are typically
explained as necessary to compensate for the discontinuities in the GA field at the
two shadow boundaries and at the two first-order reflection boundaries (one of each
for each of the two wedge faces). However, these singularities result from periodic
functions taking specific values, and thus can occur more than these commonly
described four times. In this chapter, we address the singular behavior through
the association of specific values of νϕi (see Eqs. 3.4 and 3.8) with specific zone
boundaries. Higher-order reflection boundaries, which are relevant to the evaluation
of sound fields near or within wedges for which the open angle is less than 180◦ ,
i.e. wedges that support multiple reflections between their faces, are discussed
in detail. Analytical approximations to the BTM line-integral formulation, which
address the singularities and allow for straightforward numerical implementations,
also are described. Section 4.3 was published in modified form in [255].
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4.2

Singular Behavior of the Diffraction Integrand

As mentioned in Section 3.4, Eq. (3.8), and thus the integrand in Eqs. (3.9)
and (3.14) (time-domain and frequency-domain BTM formulations, respectively),
is subject to a singularity when cosh(νη) = cos(νϕi ) = 1 for certain combinations
of θS and θR .1 cosh(νη) = 1 for the shortest path from the source to the receiver
via the line containing the diffracting edge, and thus the singularity occurs at the
onset of the diffraction IR only when the apex point is included in the physical
edge. cos(νϕi ) = 1 when a receiver is on a reflection boundary or shadow boundary
(hereafter collectively referred to as zone boundaries) associated with νϕi , i.e. a
location where a geometrical-acoustics component experiences a discontinuity. It is
the cosine term that is of particular interest in this section. The BTM line-integral
formulation is used for the following analysis, although the singular behavior at
zone boundaries is characteristic of all diffraction expressions.

4.2.1

Singularities Related to the Direct Sound and FirstOrder Specular Reflections

The four terms of Eq. 3.9 typically are associated with the two shadow boundaries
and two first-order reflection boundaries dictated by the wedge faces and shown in
Figure 4.1. For a source with visibility to F1 (θS < π), the shadow boundary is
located at θSB = π + θS . For a receiver located on this boundary (i.e. θR = π + θS ),
νϕ2 = ν[π + θS − (π + θS )] = 0.

(4.1)

The reflection boundary is located at θRB = π − θS , and for a receiver located on
this boundary,
νϕ4 = ν[π − θS − (π − θS )] = 0.

(4.2)

For a source with visibility to F2 (θS > π), the shadow boundary is located at
θSB = θS − π. For a receiver located on this boundary,
νϕ3 = ν[π − θS + (θS − π)] = 0.
1

(4.3)

Since cosh(νη) ≥ 1 and cos(νϕi ) ≤ 1, the singularity can occur only when cosh(νη) =
cos(νϕi ) = 1.
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Figure 4.1: Example geometry for the four basic singularity cases. (a) θS < π: νϕ2 = 0 at the
shadow boundary and νϕ4 = 0 at the reflection boundary. (b) θS > π: νϕ3 = 0 at the shadow
boundary and νϕ1 = 2π at the reflection boundary.
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The reflection boundary is located at θRB = 2θW − π − θS , and for a receiver located
on this boundary,
νϕ1 = ν[π + θS + (2θW − π − θS )] =

π
· 2θW = 2π.
θW

(4.4)

For each of these, cos(νϕi ) = 1 causes an onset singularity when the apex point is
included in the physical edge.
An alternative method to identify the values of νϕi associated with singularities
at reflection boundaries involves finding the angular coordinate of the image source
that gives rise to the reflection, then evaluating the appropriate shadow-boundary
condition for that image source. For example, the image source for a reflection from
F1 is located at θS0 = −θS (recall F1 is in the θ = 0 plane). Replacing θS with θS0 in
Eq. (4.1), the shadow-boundary condition for F1 , yields
νϕ02 = ν[π + θS0 − θR ] = ν[π − θS − θR ] = νϕ4 = 0,

(4.5)

a result equivalent to Eq. (4.2). Similarly, mirroring S about θW yields θS0 =
2θW − θS for the image source associated with the first-order reflection from F2
(recall F2 is in the θ = θW plane). Replacing θS with θS0 in Eq. (4.3) yields
νϕ03 = ν[π − θS0 + θR ] = 0
ν[π − 2θW + θS + θR ] = 0
π + θS + θR = 2θW
ϕ1 = 2θW
νϕ1 = 2π,

(4.6)

which is equivalent to Eq. (4.4).

4.2.2

Singularities Related to Higher-Order Specular
Reflections

To understand the first-order diffraction from a wedge completely, all possible
singularities caused by cos(νϕ) = 1, i.e. all possible conditions for which νϕi = 2nπ
for integer values of n, must be considered. Using the image-source approach
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Table 4.1: Geometrical-acoustics components associated with the four νϕi angles at 2nπ for n =
0, 1, 2, 3.

0
N/A

2π
S → F2 → R

νϕ2

F1
(Shadow)

S → F2 →
F1 → R

4π
S → F2 → F1 →
F2 → R
S → F2 → F1 →
F2 → F1 → R

νϕ3

F2
(Shadow)

S → F1 →
F2 → R

S → F1 → F2 →
F1 → F2 → R

νϕ4

S → F1 → R

νϕ1

S → F1 → F2 →
S → F1 → F2 →
F1 → R
F1 → F2 → F1 → R

6π
S → F2 → F1 →
F2 → F1 → F2 → R
S → F2 → F1 →
F2 → F1 → F2 →
F1 → R
S → F1 → F2 →
F1 → F2 → F1 →
F2 → R
S → F1 → F2 →
F1 → F2 → F1 →
F2 → F1 → R

described above, higher-order reflection boundaries can be associated with the
appropriate singularity-causing values of νϕi , specifically for wedges with θW < 180◦
that can support second and higher-order reflections between their faces. For
example, consider the reflection path S → F2 → F1 → R. The corresponding
image source is located at θS00 = θS − 2θW . Substituting this value into Eq. (4.1),
the shadow-boundary condition for F1 , yields
νϕ002 = ν[π + θS00 − θR ] = 0
ν[π + θS − 2θW − θR ] = 0
π + θS − θR = 2θW
ϕ2 = 2θW
νϕ2 = 2νθW = 2

π
θW = 2π.
θW

(4.7)

Similarly, the boundary for the reflection S → F1 → F2 → R corresponds to
νϕ3 = 2π, and that for S → F1 → F2 → F1 → R corresponds to νϕ4 = 2π. Further
values of 2nπ and the associated reflection boundaries are given in Table 4.1.

The range of possible singularity-causing values of νϕi is a function of the wedge
angle. With the faces at θ = 0 and θW , the minimum value of θS and of θR is 0, and
the maximum value for both is θW . This implies that the minimum and maximum
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values of ϕi are
ϕmin = ϕ4
(θS =θW ,θR =θW )

= π − 2θW ,
= π + 2θW ,

ϕmax = ϕ1

(4.8)

(θS =θW ,θR =θW )

and the corresponding minimum and maximum values of νϕi are
νϕmin = ν(π − 2θW ) = νπ − 2π = (ν − 2)π,
νϕmax = ν(π + 2θW ) = νπ + 2π = (ν + 2)π.

(4.9)

The minimum value of ν is 1/2 (when θW = 2π), therefore νϕmin ≥ −3π/2 and a

singularity due to νϕi ≤ −2π will never occur. Thus, in general, values of νϕi for
which a singularity can occur take the form



ν+2
νϕi = 2nπ, n = 0, 1, ...,
.
2

(4.10)

 
For a specific wedge, the lower bound for n is ν−2
. Note that νϕi = 0 only occurs
2
for i = 2, 3, 4 because ν > 0 and ϕ1 = π + θS + θR > 0.

4.2.3

Example Calculations

Consider a wedge with open angle θW = 75◦ and a source located at rS = 8 m,
θS = 50◦ , zS = 0 m. The behavior of the diffraction onset as a function of a
receiver’s angular position, θR , can be seen in Figure 4.2, for which a receiver with
coordinates rR = 8 m and zR = 0 m has been swept through all possible angular
positions. The wedge index for this case is ν = π/θW = 2.4, and thus Eqs. 4.9 and
4.10 predict that singularities can occur only for νϕi = 2π, 4π. Two singularities are
evident in Figure 4.2: one at θR = 20◦ for which νϕ3 = 2π, and the other at θR = 70◦
for which νϕ1 = 4π. Per Table 4.1, these are associated with the boundaries for
the second-order reflection S → F1 → F2 → R and for the third-order reflection
S → F2 → F1 → F2 → R, respectively.
The example geometry is depicted in 2D in Figure 4.3 along with the behavior
near the 20◦ reflection boundary. For the receiver R1 with θR = 23◦ on the
“illuminated” side of the boundary, the associated specular reflection is valid and
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Figure 4.2: Onset diffraction amplitude as a function of the receiver angle for a 75◦ wedge and a
fixed source at S = 50◦ (geometry shown in Fig. 4.3). Note the effect of the singularities at 20◦
(νϕ3 = 2π) and 70◦ (νϕ1 = 4π).

its path is shown. For receiver R2 with θR = 17◦ on the “shadowed” side of the
boundary, the reflection is not valid. This can be seen by the line segment connecting
the image source I1,2 with R2 that does not intersect face F2 (intersection is a
necessary condition for the validity of the reflection). The impulse responses at R1
and R2 are depicted in Figure 4.4. The loss of the reflection for R2 is evident, as is
the change in polarity of the diffraction component at the reflection boundary, also
seen in Figure 4.2.
Similar behavior occurs at and near the reflection boundary at 70◦ . For a receiver
with θR > 70◦ , the reflection S → F2 → F1 → F2 → R exists and the diffraction
polarity is negative. For θR < 70◦ the reflection does not exist and the diffraction
polarity is positive.
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Figure 4.3: Example geometry: θW = 75◦ , θS = 50◦ , θR1 = 23◦ , θR2 = 17◦ (with all angles
measured clockwise from face F1 ). The boundary shown at θ = 20◦ is for the second-order
reflection S → F1 → F2 → R. A valid reflection exists for receiver R1 above the boundary, but
not for R2 below the boundary. See also Fig. 4.4.
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Figure 4.4: Impulse responses for the wedge, source S, and receivers R1 and R2 shown in Fig.
4.3. The main figure shows the full impulse responses. The inset, a zoomed-in view, shows the
behavior of the S → F1 → F2 → R reflection and the diffracted component. For receiver R1 the
reflection exists and the diffraction polarity is negative. For receiver R2 there is no reflection and
the diffraction polarity has flipped to positive (also seen in Fig. 4.2).
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4.3

Analytical Approximations to Address ZoneBoundary Singularities

As mentioned in Section 4.2, the denominator of the βi functions only takes the
value 0 when cosh(νη) = cos(νϕi ) = 1, and while the previous analysis of the
singular behavior focused on the cos() term and its relationship to the proximity
of a receiver to a zone boundary, the approximations described below are related
to the cosh() term. Because cosh(νη) = 1 for the shortest path from the source
to the receiver via the line containing the diffracting edge, the singular behavior
of the integrand occurs for z−values around the apex point, and this suggests an
approximation approach that is valid and accurate around the apex point. If the
apex point is within the physical edge, it is contained within the segment of the
edge that contributes to the first sample of the diffraction IR, and the following
approximations have been developed specifically for this first sample.2 If the apex
point falls outside of the edge, the approximations are not necessary and the entire
edge can be processed with standard numerical-integration techniques.

4.3.1

Approximating the Diffraction Integrand

Given an edge, source, and receiver, the z−coordinate of the apex point is
za =

zR rS + zS rR
,
rS + rR

(4.11)

and an approximation of the integrand βi /ml near the apex point can be made
using a z-coordinate measured relative to za ,
zrel = z − za .

(4.12)

Approximations for cosh(νη) and ml can be derived for small values of zrel , and
with these the integrand βi /ml can be approximated as
1
1
βi
· 2
,
≈ B0 · 2
ml
zrel + B1 zrel + B2 zrel + B3
2

(4.13)

The application of the approximations to the first sample is a critical point in the development
of edge subdivision strategies to reduce computation time that are addressed in Chapter 5.
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where
4 R02 ρ3 sin (νϕi )

,
ν 2 (1 + ρ)4 (1 + ρ)2 sin2 ψ − 2ρ

4R02 ρ2 sin2 νϕ2 i
,
=
ν 2 (1 + ρ)4
2 R0 (1 − ρ) ρ cos ψ
=

,
(1 + ρ) (1 + ρ)2 sin2 ψ − 2ρ
2 R02 ρ2

,
=
(1 + ρ)2 (1 + ρ)2 sin2 ψ − 2ρ

B0 =
B1
B2
B3

(4.14)

with the dimensionless quantity ρ defined as
ρ=

rR
,
rS

(4.15)

and the angle ψ defined such that
sin ψ =

rS + rR
,
R0

cos ψ =

zR − zS
,
R0

(4.16)

where R0 is the distance from the source to the receiver via the apex point on
the edge. The finite integral in Eq. (3.13), the discrete-time line-integral BTM
expression, can be solved analytically when the integrand is given by Eq. (4.13). The
solution is treated separately for symmetrical (ρ = 1 (rS = rR ) or ψ = π/2 (zS =
zR )) and asymmetrical cases separately in Sections 4.3.3 and 4.3.4, respectively,
below.

4.3.2

Limits of Integration

Because the analytical approximation is needed only for the onset of the diffraction
IR, the limits of integration for the approximation will typically be the z-values
that delineate the portion of the edge that contributes to the first sample. Using
z-coordinates relative to the apex point, one of these values will be negative (z0− )
and the other positive (z0+ ), and thus for the first sample (n0 ) Eq. (3.13) can be
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written
4

ν X
h(n0 ) = −
4π i=1

Z

z0+

z0−

4 Z
X

ν
= −
4π

i=1

βi
dzrel
ml

0

z0−

4

X
βi
dzrel +
ml
i=1

Z

z0+

0

βi
dzrel
ml

!

.

(4.17)

It was shown in [258] that two segments on opposite sides of the apex point that
contribute to the same sample (e.g. see Figures 3.3 and 5.4) do so equally, therefore
4 Z
X
i=1

0
z0−

4

X
βi
dzrel =
ml
i=1

Z

z0+
0

βi
dzrel ,
ml

(4.18)

which holds even for the asymmetrical case when |z0− | =
6 |z0+ |. Eq. (4.17) can now
be restated

4 Z +
ν X z0 βi
h(n0 ) = −
dzrel .
2π i=1 0 ml

(4.19)

In what follows, the approximation is presented for the ith term of the summation
in Eq. (4.19), written as a one-sided integral with a lower limit of 0 and an upper
limit that is positive. Cases for which this form is not appropriate, or for which
z0+ is not an appropriate choice for the upper limit of integration, are discussed in
further detail in [255].

4.3.3

Approximation for the Symmetric Case

For a symmetric geometry, either rS = rR , i.e. ρ = 1, or zS = zR , i.e. ψ = π/2, and
in both cases B2 = 0 in Eq. (4.13). The integral that gives the first sample of the
discrete-time IR, h(n0 ), is the sum of the four IR terms denoted hi (n0 ), and the ith
term is
ν
B0
hi (n0 ) ≈ −
·
·
2π B3 − B1

Z

zrange
0



2
zrel
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1
1
− 2
+ B1 zrel + B3



dzrel ,

(4.20)

where zrange is typically z0+ , the z-coordinate of the point on the edge corresponding
to τ = (n0 + 0.5)/fS , as described in Section 3.5. The result of this integration is




zrange
zrange
√
√
arctan
arctan
ν
B0 
B1
B3
.
√
√
hi (n0 ) ≈ −
·
−
2π B3 − B1
B1
B3


(4.21)

A special case of the symmetrical situation occurs when ρ = 1 and ψ = π/4, for
which the integrand βi /ml further simplifies to
B4
βi
,
≈ 2
ml
zrel + B1
where
B4 =

(4.22)

B0
sin (νϕi )
=
.
B3
2ν 2

(4.23)

The result of the integration in this case is
B4
ν
· √ · arctan
hi (n0 ) ≈ −
2π
B1

4.3.4
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√
B1



.

(4.24)

Approximation for the Asymmetric Case

For the general, asymmetrical case, the integral form for the ith term of the first
sample of the diffraction IR is
hi (n0 ) ≈
Z

0

zrange



ν
B0 B2
·
·
2
2π B1 B2 + (B1 − B3 )2


zrel + (B1 − B3 )/B2 zrel + (B1 − B3 + B22 )/B2
dzrel .
−
2
2
+ B1
+ B2 zrel + B3
zrel
zrel

(4.25)

The result of this integration is
"

2
B3 zrange
+ B1
ν
B0 B2
1

hi (n0 ) ≈
·
·
ln
2
2π B1 B22 + (B1 − B3 )2
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2 (B3 − B1 ) − B22
F ,
+
2B2

(4.26)

where F can take one of four forms depending on the quantity
q = 4B3 − B22 .

(4.27)

For q < 0 and finite, form I should be used, where
1
ln
FI = √
−q



√ 
√  
B2 + −q
2zrange + B2 − −q
√
√
·
,
2zrange + B2 + −q
B2 − −q

(4.28)

and for q > 0 and finite, form II should be used, where
2
FII = √
q



2zrange + B2
B2
arctan
− arctan √ .
√
q
q

(4.29)

When q = 0, the third form is
FIII =

4 zrange
.
B2 (2zrange + B2 )

(4.30)

The fourth form, to be used when the denominator of q goes to zero, is
FIV = 0.

(4.31)

When q is written
q=

4R02 ρ2 [2 (1 + ρ2 ) − cos2 ψ (1 + 6ρ + ρ2 )]


,
(1 + ρ)2 (1 + ρ)2 sin2 ψ − 2ρ

(4.32)

it is clear that the denominator will be zero when
sin2 ψ =

2ρ
,
(1 + ρ)2

(4.33)

or, equivalently, when


p
ρ = cot2 ψ · 1 ± 1 − tan4 ψ .

(4.34)

FIV can be used directly in Eq. (4.26); however an alternative formulation of Eq.
(4.25) is numerically more suitable in this case,
ν
B5
hi (n0 ) ≈
·
·
π B1 + B62

Z

0

zrange



1
zrel − B6
−
2
zrel + B1 zrel + B6
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dzrel .

(4.35)

The result of this integration is



2
B62 (zrange
+ B1 )
1
ν
B6
B5
zrange
·
hi (n0 ) ≈
− √ arctan √
·
ln
, (4.36)
2π B1 + B62 2
B1 (zrange + B6 )2
B1
B1
where
B5 =
and

2 R0 ρ2 sin (νϕi )
B0
=−
,
B2
ν 2 (1 + ρ)3 (1 − ρ) cos ψ

(4.37)

R0 ρ
B3
=−
.
B2
(1 − ρ2 ) cos ψ

(4.38)

B6 =

There is no risk that the denominator of B5 or B6 will take the value zero, since
that can happen only for the symmetrical cases ρ = 1 and ψ = π/2 which have
been addressed separately.

4.3.5

Limit Value for the Approximations

To address the singular behavior for receivers at or near zone boundaries described
in Section 4.2, the approximations must be evaluated in the limit as cos(νϕi )
approaches 1, i.e. as the angle νϕi approaches 2nπ for n = 0, 1, 2.... The approach
must be considered from both sides of the boundary, i.e. as νϕi → 2nπ + and
νϕi → 2nπ − . For Eqs. (4.21) and (4.24), the finite limit value is

νϕi

lim

→2nπ ±

hi (n0 ) = ∓

1
.
2 R0

(4.39)

This is an interesting limit value since it shows that as the receiver approaches
a zone boundary, the diffraction IR will tend toward a pulse (since the IR value in
the first time sample will dominate the values in the following samples due to the
singularity) with an amplitude that is half that of the GA component associated
with that boundary. On the “illuminated” side of the boundary, i.e. where the
direct sound or specular reflection reaches the receiver, the geometrical component
and the diffraction IR will have opposite polarities, with amplitudes of 1/R0 and
−1/(2R0 ), respectively, and thus at the boundary will fuse into a single pulse with
amplitude 1/(2R0 ). Just beyond the zone boundary, the diffraction IR maintains
the amplitude of 1/(2R0) while the GA component disappears, and thus the total
sound field is continuous across the boundary. The limit value in Eq. (4.39) is
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consistent with the one reported by Kinney et al. in [132], although Clay and
Kinney suggest in [43] that the limit is in fact zero.
This limit value suggests three possible interpretations for the values of the
diffraction IR and the geometrical component when the receiver is located exactly on
a zone boundary. To maintain continuity of the sound field, the GA component and
the diffraction IR onset can be assigned amplitudes 1/R0 and −1/(2R0 ), 1/(2R0 )
and 0, or 0 and 1/(2R0 ) respectively for such cases. It may be that this choice of
interpretation lead to the apparently conflicting results in [132] and [43]. Li and Clay
[159] provide experimental evidence that the first interpretation is the correct one,
although it is not clear how precisely one can place a receiver on a zone boundary
in an experimental setup.

4.3.6

Application of the Approximation to the FrequencyDomain Formulation

With slight modification to the integration limit, the approximations described
above for the time-domain line-integral formulation also are applicable to the frequencydomain formulation. For a symmetric case, the integration range z1 to z2 is split
into two sub-ranges: one in the vicinity of the apex point, up to a point that can be
denoted zsplit , and one for the remainder of the edge. For such a case the presentation
can be simplified by assuming za = 0 with a wedge that extends symmetrically to an
end-point of z2 so that the integration range can be halved. With these assumptions,
Eq. (3.14) becomes
Hdiffr (ω) = I1 + I2
4 Z
ν X zsplit −jk(m+l) βi
e
dz
= −2
4π i=1 0
ml
4 Z
ν X z2 −jk(m+l) βi
−2
dz.
e
4π i=1 zsplit
ml

(4.40)

The second integral has no singularities and can be handled with ordinary numericalintegration techniques. The first integral is solved using the analytical approxima-
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tion described above, with a small modification. I1 can be written
4

X
ν
I1 = −2 e−jk(m0 +l0 )
4π
i=1

Z

zsplit

e−jk(m−m0 +l−l0 )

0

βi
dz,
ml

(4.41)

where m0 and l0 are distances from the apex point to the source and to the receiver,
respectively. If zsplit is chosen such that
e−jk(m−m0 +l−l0 ) ≈ 1,
then

4

X
ν
I1 ≈ −2 e−jk(m0 +l0 )
4π
i=1

Z

zsplit
0

(4.42)

βi
dz,
ml

(4.43)

and the analytical approximation can be used directly for the integral. In order to
fulfill Eq. (4.42), it is required that
k(m − m0 + l − l0 )  1,
which leads to
zsplit 

s

2m0 l0 (m0 + l0 )
.
k(rS + rR )2

(4.44)

(4.45)

In addition, the analytical approximations for βi /ml require that
zsplit  m0 ,

zsplit  l0 .

(4.46)

For the asymmetric case in which the apex point is included in the wedge, three
integration sub-ranges are necessary: one covering a small portion of the edge
around the apex point, and one extending from this “apical” region to each of
z1 and z2 .

4.4

Summary

In this chapter the singular behavior of diffraction expressions near geometricalacoustics zone boundaries has been discussed, with examples and analysis provided
in the context of the BTM line-integral formulation. For wedges with an open
angle greater than 180◦, four boundaries and thus four singularities are possible: a
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shadow boundary and a specular-reflection boundary associated with each face.
Wedges with an open angle less than 180◦ can support higher-order reflections
between their faces, and the boundaries for these reflections cause discontinuities
in the GA sound field just as the more commonly studied shadow boundaries
and first-order reflection boundaries do. The singularity in the diffraction from
the edge of the wedge is necessary to maintain a continuous sound field where
the geometrical-acoustics components are discontinuous, and the periodicity of the
singular behavior, encoded in the cos(νϕi ) term in the BTM expression, ensures
this continuity across all reflection boundaries.
Also described here is an analytical approximation for the first sample of a
discrete-time diffraction impulse response that can be used to address the singularities in numerical implementations. The approximation is developed for the integrand of the line-integral expression along a small section of the edge that includes
the apex point. A finite limit value for the approximation is given, and using this
limit it has been shown that the approximation maintains a continuous sound field
across zone boundaries when combined with geometrical-acoustics components.
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Chapter 5
Reducing Diffraction Computation
Time with Edge Subdivision
5.1

Introduction

Diffraction calculations can be quite time consuming, a problem that may be exacerbated by complex virtual environments with many edges and/or by interactive
simulations that require fast update rates. Existing modeling systems such as
those described in [85, 271] address this constraint by using various simplifications
and approximations with an approach based on the Uniform Theory of Diffraction
(UTD) [137]. While the line-integral BTM formulation would offer higher accuracy
for finite edges and sources/receivers in close proximity to edges, its computational
complexity thus far has restricted its use to static scenarios and off-line calculations.
In this chapter, we describe a technique that allows for fast calculations of edgediffraction impulse responses based on the BTM line-integral formulation. The
integration along the diffracting edge suggests a calculation approach in which the
edge can be subdivided into segments for processing. Our technique uses a hybrid
of two types of segments: sample-aligned segments, each of which contributes to
exactly one sample of the discrete-time diffraction IR; and large, evenly sized
segments that contribute to multiple IR samples. The former provide a high level of
accuracy, but their boundaries are relatively slow to compute and must be updated
when the source or receiver is moved. Therefore, we use them only for a small
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part of the edge that contributes a significant portion of the total diffracted energy
to the early part of the IR. The latter (even) segments introduce some error, but
their boundaries are independent of the source and receiver positions and can be
computed quickly in a preprocessing step for use with the diffraction-IR tails. The
subdivision process, and the trade-off between accuracy and computation time, can
be controlled with a number of parameters, allowing the user to find an appropriate
balance between speed and error for a specific modeling scenario.
In the remainder of this chapter, Section 5.2 describes the subdivision schemes,
and Section 5.3 addresses the various parameters available for adjusting the speed
and accuracy of the diffraction calculations. Section 5.4 presents example calculations along with timing and accuracy statistics. Portions of this chapter were
published in modified form in [32] and [34].

5.2

Edge Subdivision Strategies

We initially consider two basic edge-subdivision strategies to calculate discrete-time
edge-diffraction IRs: subdivision into sample-aligned segments, and subdivision into
evenly sized segments. The former was introduced in [258] and described in Section
3.5, and the latter also was discussed briefly in [258]. A third method, which is a
hybrid of these two, is proposed and evaluated here as well.

5.2.1

Subdivision into Sample-Aligned Segments

As discussed in Section 3.5, sample-aligned segments correspond to portions of an
edge that lie between intersections of that edge with two confocal ellipsoids determined by the source and receiver locations, and the distances c(n ± 0.5)/FS , where
FS is the sampling frequency and n is the sample index. With such boundaries, each
segment contributes to exactly one sample of the discrete-time diffraction IR. 2D
examples are shown in Figure 3.3, and an additional example is provided in Figure
5.1.
Sample-aligned segments are advantageous for many reasons. First, despite the
low-pass filtering implied by the area sampling in Eq. (3.13) (the discrete-time
diffraction IR with sample-aligned segments), the spectrum of the discrete-time IR
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.1: Sample-aligned edge subdivision. Segment boundaries are determined by the
intersections of the edge with ellipsoids whose foci are the source and receiver and whose dimensions
are given by the travel distance associated with a particular sample in the discrete-time diffraction
IR.

can be made to match that of the exact continuous-time IR up to a chosen frequency
by using a sufficiently high sampling rate. Clay and Kinney [43] recommend a
minimum sampling rate of four times the highest frequency of interest for analysis,
which suggests using FS ≥ 80 kHz for applications in acoustics concerned with the
audible spectrum of sound. Second, these segments can be used easily with the
analytical approximations for sample n0 described in Section 4.3 to avoid the onset
singularity because the boundaries corresponding to that sample are given explicitly.
Finally, the per-segment processing is straightforward: each segment’s contribution
is calculated using either numerical integration or the analytical approximation, and
the result is added to the corresponding sample of the IR.
Sample-aligned segments unfortunately are not practical for interactive simulations because of the associated computational demands. The segment-boundary
calculations are time consuming, the boundaries must be recalculated when the
source or receiver is moved, and high sampling frequencies often result in prohibitively high segment counts. Furthermore, the segments are sample-aligned for
first-order diffraction IRs only, and thus the benefits do not extend to higher orders
of diffraction.
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Na
na

na+1 na+2

Nb

t
...

nb
αb = 0.8

αa = 0.7
SI = 5
Ssp = 6.5

Figure 5.2: Example values used for multi-sample distribution. Sample boundaries are shown in
red. Segment boundaries, expressed as real-valued sample numbers, are shown in blue.

5.2.2

Subdivision into Evenly Sized Segments

Evenly sized segments for an edge of length L are generated by choosing a maximum length ∆z, and subdividing the edge into k segments of length l where
k = dL/∆ze and l = L/k. The segment boundaries are easily calculated and
are independent of the source and receiver locations; thus they can be calculated
once in a simple pre-processing step. However, excessively large values of l or ∆z
can introduce significant errors in the resulting IR, while small values may result
in a prohibitively large number of segments to process. Per-segment processing
is somewhat more complicated than with sample-aligned subdivision because each
segment may contribute to multiple IR samples. For each segment, the group of
corresponding samples must be determined, and the total segment contribution
must be calculated and then spread appropriately across these samples. Finally,
the boundaries corresponding to sample n0 are not given explicitly, making it more
difficult to avoid the onset singularity.
When using evenly sized segments that contribute to multiple IR samples, the
amplitude value A obtained by integrating over the length of a segment must be
distributed accordingly. Let the path lengths from the source to the receiver through
the endpoints of a segment be pa and pb with pb > pa , which correspond to realvalued sample numbers Na = pa · FS /c and Nb = pb · FS /c, and integer sample
numbers na = round(Na ) and nb = round(Nb ), respectively. The sample span for
the segment is then Ssp = Nb −Na , which comprises SI = nb − na − 1 complete inner
samples and two fractional outer samples. For the latter, the fractions “covered”
by the segment are αa = na − Na + 0.5 and αb = Nb − nb + 0.5. An example is
shown in Figure 5.2. A simple, flat distribution of A over the sample span results
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Figure 5.3: Multi-sample distribution for evenly sized segments, with and without the slope
correction that assumes the impulse response has a locally linear decay.

in αa · A/Ssp in sample na , αb · A/Ssp in sample nb , and A/Ssp in each of the SI

inner samples.

The fact that consecutive inner samples are given the same value leads to a
staircase effect in the impulse response as can be seen in Figure 5.3. To remedy
this, it is possible to weight the sample contributions for a segment with the local
slope of the IR. Consider two adjacent multi-sample segments, with respective total
amplitudes A1 and A2 and sample spans Ssp1 and Ssp2. With the flat distribution
method described above, the middle sample associated with the first segment will
be given the value A1 /Ssp1 , and that associated with the second segment A2 /Ssp2.
Under the assumption that the IR is locally linear, the slope s between the two
middle samples can be calculated, and the distribution of A2 can be adjusted such
that the slope over Ssp2 is equal to s. An example of the slope correction can be
seen in Figure 5.3.
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Boundaries for a 3-Sample Alignment Zone
Original Even-Segment Boundaries (upper edge)
Modified Even-Segment Boundaries (lower edge)

R

n2 n1

n0

n1 n2

S

Figure 5.4: Unfolded 2D view of a source, receiver, and segmented edge. The upper edge is
marked with the boundaries for a 3-sample alignment zone (samples n0 , n1 , and n2 ) in black and
the original even-segment boundaries in red. The lower edge (S and R not shown) is marked
with the modified segment boundaries for the hybrid subdivision scheme in blue: even segments
overlapping the alignment zone have been truncated at the edges of the zone, and those completely
within the alignment zone have been discarded. The apex point is marked with an ‘x’.

5.2.3

Hybrid Subdivision Strategy

A hybrid subdivision strategy can be used to exploit some of the benefits of both
sample-aligned and evenly sized segments. With this method, a small number of
sample-aligned segments is used to calculate the first N samples of the diffraction
impulse response, and evenly sized segments are used to process the remainder of
the edge. Any portion of an evenly sized segment that overlaps the alignment zone
(i.e. would contribute to any of the first N samples) is discarded. An example of
hybrid subdivision with N = 3 is shown in Figure 5.4. If the source or receiver
is moved, the boundaries for the first N segments must be recalculated and the
alignment-zone overlap tests must be repeated, but this is far less time consuming
than recalculating sample-aligned boundaries for the entire edge.
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5.3

Calculation Parameters

Given the hybrid subdivision method described above, our goal is to minimize
the diffraction processing time while limiting the error in the calculations. Three
parameters provide control over the accuracy and timing: the number of samples
in the alignment zone; the size of the evenly sized segments; and the integration
technique used to calculate the contribution of each segment, which can be chosen
independently for the alignment zone and the even segments.

5.3.1

Size of the Alignment Zone

Because diffraction impulse responses tend to have an impulsive onset followed by a
rapidly decaying tail, the high-frequency response is governed by the early samples.
The low-frequency response is determined by the total integral over the entire edge,
but this value also is strongly dependent on the early part of the IR which has a high
amplitude relative to that of the tail. Therefore, accurate computation of the early
part of a diffraction IR is critical for an accurate reproduction of its broadband
spectral content and thus its perceptual characteristics. Our implementation of
the hybrid edge-subdivision scheme allows for an alignment zone of arbitrary size,
although as described in Section 5.4 the use of as few as 4 sample-aligned segments
can be sufficient for results with low spectral error.

5.3.2

Segment Size

The size of the even segments is given in terms of the maximum number of IR
samples, nS , to be spanned by any one segment, and converted to a length using

∆z =

nS · c
,
FS

(5.1)

where c is the speed of sound and FS is the sampling frequency. In practice, the
actual sample span of most segments is well below the specified upper bound of
nS . A single value of ∆z is used for all edges in a given modeling environment.
As ∆z increases, computation time decreases due to fewer calls of the integration
function, and accuracy decreases because each segment’s diffraction contribution
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must be distributed over a larger span of samples, and the assumption of a locally
linear slope over such a span becomes less valid.

5.3.3

Numerical Integration Technique

Our implementation provides a choice of three numerical integration techniques: 5point compound Simpson’s rule integration with one step of Romberg extrapolation,
standard 3-point Simpson’s rule integration, and 1-point midpoint integration [59].
Because the integrand, βi /ml, includes one hyperbolic and two standard trigonometric functions (see Eq. (3.8)), a reduction of the number of points at which it
must be evaluated can lower the total processing time significantly for multi-edge
environments, albeit with a corresponding reduction in accuracy. Any of the three
techniques can be chosen for the alignment zone and for the evenly sized segments
independently. However, the relative importance of the early part of the diffraction
IR suggests that combinations in which the integration technique for the alignment
zone is equal to or more accurate than that for the evenly sized segments will yield
the best results.

5.4

Results

For the following results, all processing was done on a desktop computer with a
3.2-GHz Pentium 4 processor and 2 gigabytes of RAM. The sampling rate for all
simulations was 96 kHz.

5.4.1

Calculations for a Single Edge

We initially evaluated the subdivision approaches with a simple, single-edge geometry. The calculations were made using sample-aligned subdivision as well as the
hybrid subdivision strategy with a one-sample alignment zone, with and without
the slope-correction for multi-sample distributions. Figure 5.5(a) contains IRs
calculated for a 6 m edge with θW = 270◦ . The coordinates of the source were
rS = 10 m, θS = 53◦ , zS = 0 m, and those of the receiver were rR = 10 m,
θR = 157.5◦, zR = 0 m, with the apex point 4 m from one end of the edge. Results
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Figure 5.5: Results for the single-edge example. (a) Impulse responses: Note the improved
performance of the slope correction in the later part of the IR (right inset vs. left). (b) Magnitude
spectra.

using strictly evenly sized segments are not shown because the apex point is included
in the edge, and even segments do not allow for proper numerical handling of the
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associated onset singularity. For all cases, the apex sample was calculated with the
approximations described in Section 4.3 and numerical integration was done for each
non-apex segment with one iteration of 5-point extended Simpson’s rule quadrature.
The maximum length of the evenly sized segments used with the hybrid strategy
was set such that the total number of segments needed to cover the edge (21) was
reduced by a factor of approximately 20 from the sample-aligned total (433). The
insets in Figure 5.5(a) show close-up views of the diffraction IRs, and it can be
seen that the performance of the slope correction improves as the IR becomes more
linear with increasing elapsed time. Using the hybrid method, the processing times
(averaged over 1000 trials) were reduced from 3.329 ms (sample-aligned) to 0.194
ms (hybrid, no slope correction) and 0.199 ms (hybrid, with slope correction). The
fact that these reductions in time, by factors of 17.1 and 16.8, respectively, do not
match the factor of 20 reduction in segment number is not surprising, because the
per-segment processing time is higher for the hybrid subdivision strategy than for
the sample-aligned subdivision strategy.
Figure 5.5(b) contains the magnitude spectra of the IRs in Figure 5.5(a). Below
20 kHz, the maximum difference between the sample-aligned spectrum and the
hybrid spectrum without slope correction is 2.4 dB. This difference is reduced to
0.6 dB when the slope correction is used. Deviations above 20 kHz are unlikely to
be audible. The excellent agreement among all three spectra at low frequencies is
a result of computing the integral accurately for each segment.
The IRs shown in Figure 5.5(a) are typical of general source and receiver locations, so the level of accuracy achieved for this example can be expected for a
wide range of configurations. However, there are conditions under which the IR
will be more impulsive or can have a zero crossing, for example when the source
and receiver are very close to the edge or when the receiver is near a shadow-zone
boundary. With such cases, it may be necessary to use multiple sample-aligned
segments for the early part of the IR, or smaller evenly sized segments to simulate
the IRs accurately.

5.4.2

Calculations for an Array of Rectangular Panels

To evaluate further the effect of the subdivision parameters on the computation of
diffraction impulse responses, we simulated the diffraction from an array of rigid,
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Figure 5.6: Panel-array geometry used to evaluate the hybrid edge-subdivision metthod, shown in
plan (a) and section (b) with the source and receiver locations. See the text for further details.

rectangular panels described in [263], similar to one that might be deployed over the
stage in a concert hall or other performance space. The array comprises 35 infinitely
thin, 1.2 m by 1.2 m panels in a 5-by-7 grid with an inter-panel spacing of 0.5 m.
140 diffracting edges (4 for each panel) were evaluated for each calculation with the
array positioned 5 m above two source/receiver pairs. The array and the source
and receiver positions are shown in Figure 5.6. All calculations included first-order
diffraction only; neither of the source/receiver pairs engendered a specular reflection
from the array, and the direct sound and higher diffraction orders were omitted.
Due to the absence of GA components, our testing scenarios are conservative in the
sense that they over-emphasize the need for accurate diffraction modeling, but are
representative of more general test cases in which the sound field is dominated by
diffraction.
All computation times are averages from 100 trials, and represent the time to
compute all 140 diffraction IRs for the total panel-array response. For each of
the two source/receiver pairs, the impulse response generated with sample-aligned
segments and 5-point integration for all samples was used as the baseline for all
speed and accuracy evaluations. Such calculations previously have been shown to
agree quite well with measured data [161, 164], so no comparisons to measured data
are included here.
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For a conservative approximation of the audibility of the errors in the diffraction
IRs, we calculated the diffraction magnitude spectra, smoothed them with 1/10octave filters, and compared them with the smoothed spectrum of the corresponding
baseline case. Differences of less than 1 dB between 20 Hz and 20 kHz were assumed
to be inaudible and thus acceptable for perceptual accuracy. Even though all
diffracting edges were 1.2 m long, the individual impulse responses within the total
response from the panel array ranged in size from 16 to 393 samples for the first
source/receiver pair, and from 14 to 441 samples for the second source/receiver pair.
Using the hybrid method, we tested 180 combinations of the calculation parameters with each of the two source/receiver pairs. These combinations included:
variations in the size of the alignment zone from 1 to 10 samples; three sizes of
evenly-sized segments, specified as maximum sample spans of 40, 100, and 300
samples; and the three integration techniques used independently on the alignment
zone and the evenly-sized segments. Only combinations for which the alignmentzone integration technique was equal to, or more accurate than, that for the evenly
sized segments were used. For example, when 3-point integration was used for the
alignment zone, only 3-point and 1-point integration were tested for the evenly sized
segments.
Overall results from the 360 hybrid-subdivision tests are shown in Figure 5.7,
where the maximum error in the 1/10th-octave smoothed spectra (below 20 kHz)
for the panel-array response is plotted against the total processing time. The trend
of reduced error with increased processing time is clear, and the effects of the various
parameters are generally as expected. For example: all results with a maximum
error greater than 4 dB were generated using the largest even-segment size and a
single-sample alignment zone; all results with a maximum error less than .09 dB
were generated using the smallest segment size and an alignment zone of at least 6
samples; all but one of the results with a processing time less than 4 ms used 1-point
integration with 100-sample or 300-sample even segments. Table 5.1 contains the
parameters that resulted in the five fastest processing times with a maximum error
of less than 1 dB in the smoothed spectrum for each of the two source/receiver pairs.
While there is not a single combination of parameters that yields the “best” result
for both source/receiver pairs, the use of a small alignment zone (N ≈ 4 samples)

to compute the onset of the diffraction IRs allows for the use of simplified numerical
integration and moderately large, evenly sized segments and thus rapid calculations
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Figure 5.7: Maximum error in the 1/10th-octave smoothed spectra below 20 kHz for various
alignment-zone sizes (1 to 10 samples), segment sizes (40, 100, or 300 samples), and integration
techniques (1-point, 3-point, or 5-point) using the hybrid method.

with low error. Using the first entry for each source/receiver pair in Table 5.1, the
processing time for S1 and R1 was reduced by a factor of 46.6 (from 171 ms to 3.67
ms) and that for S2 and R2 by a factor of 41.7 (from 138 ms to 3.31).
Results from an example calculation can be seen in Figures 5.8 and 5.9(a). The
IRs and corresponding magnitude spectra shown were generated for S1 and R1
using the baseline parameter configuration (all sample-aligned subdivision with
5-point integration), and with hybrid subdivision using the following parameters
(see Table 5.1 Line 1): an alignment zone of 4 samples, a maximum sample span
for the even segments of 100 samples, and 1-point integration for the entire edge.
Figure 5.8 shows the total impulse response calculated for the panel array, and the
inset contains a zoomed-in view of a portion of the IR where the hybrid method’s
piecewise linear approximation of the IR can be seen. Figure 5.9(a) contains the
smoothed magnitude spectra of the two IRs. The error (difference between the two
spectra) is plotted in Figure 5.9(b), as is the error for an example calculation using
S2 and R2 with the parameters given in Line 7 of Table 5.1. The maximum error
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S/R
Pair
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2

Zone
Size
(Samples)
4
4
5
5
2
all
3
4
5
6
7
all

Zone
Integ.
1-point
1-point
1-point
1-point
3-point
5-point
1-point
1-point
1-point
1-point
1-point
5-point

Segment
Size
(Samples)
100
300
100
300
100
N/A
100
100
100
100
100
N/A

Segment
Integ.
1-point
1-point
1-point
1-point
1-point
N/A
1-point
1-point
1-point
1-point
1-point
N/A

Proc. Max.
Time Error
(ms)
(dB)
3.67
.97
3.69
.94
3.86
.98
3.88
.96
4.01
.69
171.25
0
3.31
.68
3.50
.41
3.69
.38
3.88
.43
4.08
.32
137.51
0

Table 5.1: Parameters resulting in the 5 fastest processing times for each S/R pair with maximum
error in the smoothed spectrum less than 1 dB. Data for the baseline calculations also are included
for comparison as the last entry for each S/R pair.

below 20 kHz occurs at approximately 325 Hz for S1 and R1 and at 13.05 kHz for
S2 and R2 .

5.5

Summary

In this chapter we have described three edge-subdivision strategies for generating
discrete-time diffraction impulse responses: one based on sample-aligned edge segments, one on evenly sized edge segments, and a hybrid of the two. The first is
the most accurate but suffers from high computation time. The second provides
a significant reduction in computation time, but is problematic numerically when
segments span the apex point on an edge due to the singular behavior of the diffraction integrand at that point. The third attempts to provide a compromise between
the first two, allowing for fast computations with low error and straightforward
numerical evaluation. Using the hybrid method, each edge in a 3D model initially
is subdivided into evenly sized segments. Given the source and receiver positions,
the section of each edge that contributes to the first few samples of the diffraction
IR is subdivided into sample-aligned segments. Even segments overlapping this
alignment zone are truncated at the edges of the zone, and those completely within
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Figure 5.8: Impulse responses for source position S1 and receiver position R1 . The blue IR (shown
in the main figure and the inset) is the baseline calculation using sample-aligned segments and
5-point integration, and the red IR (inset only) is an approximation using hybrid subdivision with
the parameters specified in Line 1 of Table 5.1.

the alignment zone are discarded. The diffraction integral is then evaluated for
all remaining segments along the edge. Because the sample-aligned subdivision
provides numerically accurate results with a high computational cost, we restrict
its use to the early portion of the IR that contains a significant percentage of the
total diffracted energy and thus must be calculated accurately for a perceptually
convincing simulation. It also allows for the onset sample, which is subject to a
singularity for receivers near reflection and shadow boundaries, to be handled with
the analytical approximations described in Section 4.3. However, a user is free to
choose the size of the alignment zone, as well as the size of the evenly sized segments
and the integration technique(s) used to evaluate the two types of segments, to
optimize the speed-accuracy trade-off for each modeling scenario.
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Figure 5.9: (a)1/10th-octave smoothed magnitude spectra for the impulse responses in Figure 5.8.
(b) Error in the smoothed-spectra for S1 and R1 and the parameters in Line 1 of Table 5.1 (solid
blue line) and for S2 and R2 and the parameters in Line 7 of Table 5.1 (dashed red line).
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Chapter 6
Diffraction Culling in
Virtual-Acoustic Simulations
6.1

Introduction

The addition of diffraction to GA simulations provides an increase in physical and
perceptual realism by compensating for the effect of surface size on the strength and
directivity of a reflection, allowing for propagation around obstacles and into shadow
zones, and by maintaining continuity of the sound field across zone boundaries.
These gains, however, come with a high computational cost. As shown in Figure
6.1, including diffracted paths in a simulation drastically increases the total number
of propagation paths from a source to a receiver that must be considered, and
each diffraction impulse response (IR) can be slow to compute. These issues are
particularly important for simulations with a moving source or receiver because the
impulse responses must be updated at interactive rates.1
However, for a given modeling scenario, the contribution of each diffracted path
to the overall impulse response can vary significantly. For example, in some of
the concert-hall simulations described in Section 6.2.1, the peak amplitudes of the
diffraction components vary over nearly 10 decades (200 dB). This suggests that
1

The exact update rate required for artifact-free interactive acoustic simulations is a matter of
debate. Various authors claim to generate interactive or real-time simulations with update rates
varying from 4 to 30 Hz (e.g. see [37, 85, 229, 271]) while recommendations of 60 Hz [225, 288]
and 100 Hz [84] have also been given.
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Figure 6.1: Growth in the number of propagation paths with the addition of diffraction for the
model, source, and receiver in the inset.

certain diffracted paths for which the contribution is small can be ignored, or culled,
potentially resulting in a reduction in processing time with little detrimental effect
on the accuracy of the simulation.
Culling insignificant or low-priority diffraction components in virtual-acoustic
simulations has been studied previously. In particular, interactive acoustic-modeling
systems that include diffraction typically involve some sort of culling procedure for
diffracted paths to allow for sufficiently high update rates. For example, Tsingos et
al. [271] describe an optional culling scheme within a beam-tracing system in which
diffracted paths are only considered in the shadow region of a diffracting wedge; all
other diffracted paths are culled. Chandak et al. [37] employ the same approach
in their frustum-tracing system. Antonacci et al. [7] have also developed a beamtracing system for 2D and 2.5D environments with the option of including only a
subset of the possible diffracted paths. To enable interactive updates for a moving
source or receiver, they ignore diffraction from wedges with an open (exterior) angle
θW ≤ π, noting that in such cases the direct sound should be present and thus will
dominate the local sound field. For wedges with θW > π, diffraction is ignored
unless the receiver is in the shadow zone. Culling has also been applied to virtualacoustic simulations in a more general form by Funkhouser et al. [84] and Min and
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Funkhouser [180], who use a priority queue and various priority functions to control
a beam-tracing system. Beams are prioritized based on their expected likelihood of
leading to psychoacoustically important propagation paths (comprising reflections
and/or diffractions and/or transmissions) and processed in “best first” order up to
a termination criterion, thus culling the insignificant sound-field components left
unprocessed in the priority queue.
Culling has also been considered in other simulation applications. For rendering
images of 3D models, Aveneau et al. [11] suggest a method that limits diffraction
calculations to wedges that intersect the nth Fresnel ellipsoid defined by the source
and receiver. Yagel and Meeker [292] describe a priority-driven ray tracer (similar
to the beam-tracing system mentioned above) that rank orders rays to be traced
based on their expected contribution to the image, potentially culling paths with
insignificant intensity contributions. In the context of modal sound synthesis, van
den Doel et al. [277] and Raghuvanshi and Lin [212] describe the culling of inaudible
modes to accelerate audio rendering for interactive simulations. Tsingos et al. [272]
cull inaudible sound sources using binaural loudness masking to allow for real-time
audio simulations in complex environments with large numbers of sources.
In this chapter we first analyze the effects of diffraction culling though a precomputed, amplitude-based ranking scheme using simulated IRs from two simple
concert-hall models. For each IR corresponding to a specific source and receiver,
diffracted components are ranked by their maximum amplitude, and the spectral
error caused by culling various percentages of the low-amplitude IRs is calculated
and evaluated. In addition, we have carried out subjective tests with auralizations
based on the culled and unculled IRs from one of the halls, and we show that a
significant percentage of diffracted paths can be ignored with limited perceptual
consequences (with some dependence on the input signal convolved with the IRs).
This approach facilitates an exact importance ranking of the diffracted components
and is thus an effective tool to help understand the effects of culling, but it is
unrealistic for general use in simulation systems because all diffraction IRs must be
calculated prior to the ranking and subsequent pruning.
We then present a simple procedure for culling insignificant diffraction components during a virtual-acoustic simulation that approximates the performance of the
precomputed ranking approach. For each diffracted path, this method considers the
receiver’s angular distance to the nearest reflection or shadow boundary as well as
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the shortest path from the source to the receiver through the line that contains
the diffracting edge. This combination of parameters can be an effective predictor
of the diffraction amplitude, and can be evaluated before the actual diffraction IR
is calculated. Results from numerical analysis and subjective tests confirm that
this method approximates the rank-based amplitude culling well, and in certain
circumstances allows for simulations that cannot be distinguished reliably from those
made with unculled impulse responses.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.2 contains an
overview of our simulation methodology. Sections 6.3 and 6.4 describe rank-based
culling and our zone-boundary culling method, respectively, and contain numerical
analyses of results from two simple concert-hall models, and subjective analyses of
results from one model. Further discussion of our method is provided in Section 6.5
and Section 6.6 contains some concluding remarks. This chapter was published in
modified form in [31].

6.2

Methodology

The culling approach described in Section 6.4 relies on the singular behavior of Eq.
3.8 (the βi functions in the BTM integrand) to identify high-amplitude diffraction
IRs. Recall that the denominator of this expression approaches zero for the onset
sample of the diffraction IR as a receiver approaches a zone boundary if the apex
point is included in the edge. The resulting high-amplitude onset can be used as
a measure of importance for a diffraction IR, and can be predicted by the angular
distance to the nearest zone boundary and the apex-point status. Since the singular
behavior is physically based and occurs in other diffraction expressions, our culling
method is not restricted to the BTM line-integral formulation that is used in our
implementation.

6.2.1

Simulation Scenarios

To study the effects of diffraction culling, we used the Edge Diffraction Toolbox for
Matlab R [254] with custom modifications to compute the impulse responses in two
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Figure 6.2: Hall 1: A simple concert-hall model from [168] used in our tests. See also the inset in
Figure 6.1.

simple concert-hall models from [168], 2 with two source positions and seven receiver
positions in each. As shown in Figure 6.2, the geometry of the first hall (hereafter
Hall 1) is convex, and the two sources on the stage have clear lines of sight to all
receivers. As shown in Figure 6.3, the second hall (Hall 2) is of similar shape and
size with the addition of an orchestra pit3 and a balustrade/rail between the pit
and the audience seating area. The two sources, both in the pit, are occluded from
all receivers in this scenario.
2

The exact geometries of the halls used in our studies differ slightly from those in [168] because
various vertex locations needed to be modified to close gaps and enforce planarity of surfaces.
3
The pit depth has been changed from the original 5.5 m to 3.0 m by raising the pit floor. This
was done to bring the dimension into agreement with Beranek [15] and Barron [13] who give the
range for a typical pit depth as 2.5 to 3.5 m.
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Figure 6.3: Hall 2: A concert hall-model from [168] with an orchestra pit used in our tests. Note
that both sources are occluded from all receivers.

The simulated IRs included components up to fourth order with at most one
diffraction per path. Thus, using the symbols S for source, R for receiver, F for
reflection, and D for diffraction, a GA component could be of the form S → F ∗ → R
where F ∗ represents any number of reflections from zero to four, and a diffraction
component could be the result of a path of the form S → F ∗ → D → F ∗ → R

with the sum of the number of reflections and the single diffraction no greater than
four. All IRs were computed at 96 kHz. In order to isolate the effect of culling on
the early part of the simulated sound fields, a reverberant tail was not added to the
computed IRs. This also prevented any audible culling artifacts from being masked
by reverberation. The lack of a reverberant tail is mitigated somewhat by the use
of a path-order cutoff, which results in IRs that taper off more gradually than those
with a time cutoff.
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The halls were modeled with all rigid surfaces due to the rigid-wedge restriction of
the BTM diffraction formulation. While this is not a physically realistic condition,
various studies (e.g. see [161]) have shown good agreement between BTM diffraction
and hard architectural materials that typically occur in concert halls.

6.3

Culling by Amplitude Rank

Diffraction IRs typically have an impulsive onset followed by a rapidly decaying
tail. The high-frequency response is governed primarily by the onset, while the lowfrequency response is affected by both the onset and the length and total energy
of the entire IR. Thus, the onset plays a critical role in the broadband diffracted
spectrum and its perceptual characteristics. We therefore used the maximum amplitude of each diffraction IR, typically the onset amplitude, to rank the diffraction
components in each computed room IR from most to least important (highest to
lowest maximum amplitude). A rank of ‘1’ indicates the highest amplitude, and
thus low rank numbers correspond to the most significant diffraction IRs.
We also considered ranking diffraction components based on their total energy.
Figure 6.4 shows the relationship between rank by maximum amplitude (abscissa)
and the rank by total energy (ordinate) for the 10628 diffraction components within
the IR corresponding to source S1 and receiver R3 in Hall 1. While the rank ordering
is not identical for the two, our numerical and subjective tests focus on a small
percentage of the highest amplitude IRs, i.e. those with low ranks, where the
correlation is quite good (Fig. 6.4 inset), suggesting that either ranking is suitable
for our purpose.
The diffraction components in room impulse responses can cover a wide range of
amplitudes, and many of them are significantly smaller than the GA components.
For example, one IR addressed further in Section 6.4 and Figure 6.10 contains
diffraction components with peaks that vary over a 200 dB range. Because such
a wide range is consistent throughout our source/receiver combinations, we used
the amplitude rankings to recompute the room IRs described in Section 6.2.1 with
only the largest 32 percent, 8 percent, 2 percent, and 0.5 percent of the diffraction
components retained (68 percent, 92 percent, 98 percent, and 99.5 percent culled,
respectively). In addition, the 9-percent retained case (91 percent culled) was also
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Figure 6.4: Relationship between rank by maximum amplitude and rank by total energy for the
10628 diffraction components in the simulated impulse response from S1 to R3 . The inset is a
zoomed-in view of the 1000 diffraction IRs with lowest ranks (highest amplitude/energy). Our
analysis is focused on these low ranks where the correlation is quite good, suggesting that either
criterion is suitable for ranking the significance of the diffraction components. The correlation for
the other source/receiver pairs is similar.

computed for Hall 2. If the peak amplitude of a diffraction component was not
above the percentage threshold (i.e. its rank was not sufficiently low), the entire
diffraction IR (onset and tail) was omitted from the recomputed room IR. For each
S/R pair, the spectra of these culling cases were compared with the spectrum of
the full IR, i.e. the one for which all diffraction components were retained. In
addition, listening tests with auralizations based on the culled and full IRs from
Hall 1 were conducted to determine the audibility of the errors introduced by the
culling. Throughout the remainder of this paper, we refer to these culling cases by
the percentage of retained diffraction components. For example, the case for which
2 percent were retained and 98 percent were culled is called “the 2-percent culling
case.”
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Figure 6.5: Maximum error, taken over all 14 source/receiver pairs, in the smoothed magnitude
spectrum for various rank-based culling cases in the Hall 1 model (Figure 6.2). Values in the
legend indicate percentages of diffraction components retained based on amplitude ranking from
highest to lowest.

6.3.1

Hall 1: Visible Sources on Stage

Initial test results were generated for Hall 1 with two sources on the stage and
seven receivers in the audience-seating area as shown in Figure 6.2. The open
geometry and clear lines of sight from both sources to all receivers allowed for
significant energy from GA and diffracted components in all IRs. Over all 14
source/receiver combinations, the full IRs (with maximum 4th-order components)
contained an average of 123 GA components (min.: 59, max.: 247) and 10455
diffracted components (min.: 8723, max.: 11252).

6.3.1.1

Numerical Analysis

Figure 6.5 shows the maximum error, taken over all 14 S/R combinations, for the
1/3-octave smoothed spectra of the four culling-by-rank cases. The error for the
GA-only case (i.e., IRs with no diffraction) is also shown for comparison. It can be
seen that the error is quite low at high frequencies for all culling cases, generally 1
dB or less above 1 kHz. This is not surprising for two reasons: much of the high85

frequency energy is contained within the GA components and is thus unaffected
by the culling; and the highest amplitude diffraction onsets, which contain much
of the high-frequency diffracted energy as described previously, are retained. The
error below 1 kHz is neither smooth nor monotonic, but shows a general trend of
increasing as frequency decreases, with some significant peaks and valleys caused
by interference effects between the diffracted and GA components. The growth
in error with decreasing frequency is due to the low-pass nature of the individual
diffraction components. At very low frequencies, the diffracted contribution can
be stronger than the GA contribution since the GA components have, on average,
a flat frequency response. This low-pass behavior summed over the thousands of
small, culled IRs is significant. Taking into consideration the frequency weighting
of the human auditory system, the data in Figure 6.5 suggest that the threshold
of audibility for the culling error will occur at or below the 8-percent case, thus
allowing at least 92 percent of the diffraction components to be culled without
detrimental perceptual consequences.
An interesting and unexpected characteristic of the error spectra plotted in Figure
6.5 is the low-frequency error near 50 Hz for the 0.5 percent and 2.0 percent culling
cases, which is larger than the corresponding error for the GA-only case. This
is due to the IR computed for source S1 and receiver R6 . In this case, many
of the largest diffraction IRs have a negative polarity, and arrive at the receiver
simultaneously with GA components. The resulting destructive interference reduces
the total energy in the IR from that of the GA-only case, and thus increases the
low-frequency error. It is not until the largest 8 percent of the diffraction IRs are
included that this effect is mitigated.

6.3.1.2

Subjective Analysis

To evaluate the perceptual consequences of the rank-based culling, we conducted
listening tests using auralizations created with the simulated IRs. Three anechoic
samples were used to create the auralizations: a five-second pink-noise burst, and
approximately six-second excerpts from Handel’s Water Music and Bruckner’s Symphony No. 4 [64]. Magnitude spectra for the anechoic samples are shown in Figure
6.6. 17 subjects participated for the pink-noise and Handel auralizations, and each
session comprised 48 individual tests covering the two source materials, two source
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Figure 6.6: One-third octave smoothed magnitude spectra for the source materials used in the
auralizations: pink noise, and excerpts from Handel’s Water Music and Bruckner’s Symphony No.
4. The main figure shows the overall spectra for the full-length signals: 5 seconds for the pink
noise, 6 seconds for the Handel, and 6.5 seconds for the Bruckner. To indicate the non-stationary
nature of the musical samples, Inset (a) shows the spectra for the first second of the excerpts, and
Inset (b) the spectra for the final second.

positions, three receiver positions, and four levels of culling. The four culling
levels included: no diffraction (GA components only), culling all but the largest
0.5 percent of the diffraction IRs; culling all but the largest 2.0 percent; and culling
all but the largest 8.0 percent. The 32-percent case was omitted from the listening
tests due to the extremely low spectral error. To limit the length of each test
session and avoid listener fatigue, only six of the fourteen possible source/receiver
combinations shown in Figure 6.2 were used. The six were chosen to represent a
variety of error spectra. 9 subjects, all from among the original 17, participated in
the Bruckner-based tests that included the same four culling levels applied to 4 of
the 6 original source/receiver pairs.
For each test, subjects were presented with three sound samples in the typical
ABX paradigm. In each case, either Sample A or B was an auralized signal
using an impulse response with the full compliment of diffraction components,
while the other sample was created with a culled IR. The test was designed to
determine the threshold of audibility for the rank-based culling, i.e. the smallest
percentage of diffraction components (from among the tested values) necessary to
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make the auralizations with culled IRs indistinguishable from those made with the
full-diffraction IRs.
The auralizations were presented diotically over Sennheiser model HD 600 headphones (powered by a PreSonus HP4 headphone amplifier that obtained the audio
signal from a desktop-computer soundcard) in a sound-isolated listening room.
Because the simulated IRs were non-directional, no attempt was made to add
spatial information to the auralizations, e.g. through the use of head-related transfer
functions. Each test session began with two training tests, one each with convolved
music and pink noise. During the training the subject was encouraged to adjust the
sound level to a comfortable range (within appropriate limits) that was then left
constant for the remainder of the session. For each ABX comparison, the subject
was allowed to play the samples in any order, and each as many times as desired.
The subjects were between 20 and 36 years of age. Fourteen of the subjects were
self described as “experienced in critical listening,” and one reported hearing loss
as, “a slight mid-frequency dip in the left ear.”
Results from the listening tests are presented in Figure 6.7. The first group of bars
represents the subjects’ performance when comparing the GA-only auralizations
to the full-diffraction auralizations. Each of the three remaining groups of bars
indicates the performance of the subjects for one of the culling cases. The data cover
all tested source and receiver pairs, and are shown for each source type individually
because the subjects’ performance varies among them.
For the pink-noise auralizations, the successful differentiation rate of approximately 83 percent for the GA-only condition is slightly higher than, but generally
in agreement with, results presented by Torres et al. who studied the audibility
of diffraction in a virtual model of a stage house [265]. As expected, the subjects’
pink-noise performance degrades with increasing retention of diffraction IRs and is
near chance for the 8-percent case, indicating that they were unable to discriminate
reliably between the culled and unculled examples for this source material and
culling condition.
The results for the Handel auralizations are less intuitive. The reduced discrimination performance for the GA-only condition (approximately 66 percent) is
somewhat expected, given the narrower bandwidth and the non-stationary and
generally more complex nature of the source spectrum. However, the increasing
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Figure 6.7: Results from our listening tests for rank-based culling in the Hall 1 model. For
the pink-noise and Handel auralizations, responses have been averaged over 17 subjects and 6
source/receiver pairs. For the Bruckner auralizations, responses have been averaged over 9 subjects
and 4 source/receiver pairs. See Section 6.3.1.2 for details.

discrimination performance with increasing diffraction content is the opposite of the
expected trend. To a certain extent this can be explained by evaluating the spectral
error for the individual source/receiver pairs. For four of the six pairs, the error
shows a fairly consistent and expected decreasing trend as the diffraction content
is increased. When the listening-test results for only these four pairs are examined
as a group, the subjects’ performance was approximately 74 percent correct for
the GA-only case, and 59 percent for all three culling conditions. For the other
two S/R pairs, there is considerable overlap in the spectral-error curves among the
culling conditions, making discrimination more difficult and thus skewing the overall
subjective results. The effect of these two S/R pairs is also evident, but less so, in
the pink-noise results, which show a slightly more robust discrimination trend when
the two are omitted from the analysis.
The Bruckner-based tests were conducted in a separate, later session to evaluate
the effect of diffraction culling on a second, realistic (musical) source material.4 Only
the four S/R pairs mentioned above with the expected error trends were included.
4

As a control, tests based on pink noise and Handel auralizations were repeated at this stage
as well. The results were comparable to those from the original tests.
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As can be seen in Figure 6.7, the discrimination performance was identical for the
GA-only and 0.5-percent culling cases at 69 percent, decreased to 56 percent for
the 2-percent case, then increased to 64 percent for the 8 percent culling case.
The small number of subjects makes it somewhat difficult to compare these data
directly to the pink-noise and Handel results, and to draw definitive conclusions
about the relative audibility of the different culling conditions (e.g. the 2% and 8%
results differ by only 3 correct responses out of 36) for the Bruckner auralizations.
However, it is clear that for certain source materials the complete lack of diffraction
components leads to perceptible differences from the full-IR simulations, and only
a small fraction is needed to make discrimination between culled and unculled IRs
unreliable.
Test results for each individual source/receiver pair, source type, and culling case
are provided in Table 6.1. Using a significance level of 0.05, 12 correct responses
out of 17 (p = 0.0472, binomial distribution) or 8 correct out of 9 (p = 0.0176) are
necessary to establish that the auralization using the culled IR can be distinguished
reliably from the auralization made with the full-diffraction IR. This was achieved
for 11 of the 16 GA-only examples, 7 of the 16 half-percent culling examples, 5 of the
16 two-percent culling examples, and only 1 of the 16 eight-percent culling examples,
again indicating that retaining only 8 percent of the diffraction components is
sufficient to make the auralizations indistinguishable from those made using IRs
with all diffraction components included.

6.3.2

Hall 2: Occluded Sources in the Pit

Impulse responses were also generated for the model in Figure 6.3 with two sources
in the pit, seven receivers in the audience-seating area, and maximum 4th-order
components. The line of sight was occluded from both sources to all receivers. The
numbers of GA and diffracted components in the Hall 2 IRs displayed a bimodal
characteristic: for source S1 , the full IRs contained an average of 15 GA components
(min.: 4, max.: 28) and 5219 diffracted components (min.: 4839, max.: 5555); for
source S2 , the full IRs contained an average of 56 GA components (min.: 7, max.:
69) and 9195 diffracted components (min.: 8762, max.: 9773).
For direct comparison to the results in Section 6.3.1.1, Figure 6.8 shows the
maximum error, taken over all 14 S/R pairs in Hall 2, for the 1/3-octave smoothed
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Table 6.1: Correct/incorrect responses for the subjective tests of rank-based culling. Bold pairs indicate those for which the 0.05 significance level
is met or surpassed, suggesting reliable discrimination between the auralizations with culled and unculled impulse responses. For the Handel and
pink-noise auralizations, each entry represents the responses of 17 test subjects. However, for the two entries marked with an asterisk (Handel,
S2 , R7 : GA only and 0.5%), the sum of correct and incorrect responses is 16 rather than 17. This is due to an error in the subjective-testing
software that led to these two cases being omitted from a session. The error was corrected when it was discovered after reviewing the data from
the first subject. For the Bruckner auralizations, each entry represents the responses of 9 test subjects.
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Figure 6.8: Maximum error, taken over all 14 source/receiver pairs, in the smoothed magnitude
spectrum for various rank-based culling cases from the Hall 2 model (Figure 6.3). Values in the
legend indicate percentages of diffraction components retained based on amplitude ranking from
highest to lowest. Compare to Figure 6.5, but note the change in the y-axis limits.

spectra of the same four culling-by-rank cases. The error for the GA-only case is
significantly higher than that in Figure 6.5 due to the reduced GA content of the
IRs and thus the greater importance of the diffracted components. In particular,
the S1 /R6 or S2 /R6 pair produced the highest GA-only error in nearly every band
across the spectrum, as the associated IRs contain only 4 and 7 GA components,
respectively. The 0.5-percent culling case results in a large improvement over the
GA-only case, with error reductions between approximately 2 and 8 dB across the
audible spectrum (cf. the 1 - 2 dB correction in Figure 6.5), but the error remains
quite high. The 2-percent case also results in high error, particularly in the bands
below 250 Hz. The error for the 8-percent case is comparable to that for the open
model, deviating significantly only below the 63-Hz band. This low-frequency error
is associated with the IR for source S1 and receiver R7 , and is due to interference
effects between the diffraction and GA components that are specific to this S/R
pair. This error is reduced to an acceptable level when an additional 1 percent of
the diffraction components (9 percent total) are included, as shown with the dashed
black line. Despite the occluded sources and reduced GA components, a low spectral
error similar to that found to be imperceptible in the open model can be achieved
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by including fewer than 10 percent of the diffraction components. Subjective tests
were not conducted using the IRs from Hall 2, but are discussed briefly in Section
6.5.

6.4

Culling by Proximity to a Zone Boundary

As seen Eqs. 3.8, 3.10, and 3.13, the various BTM expressions, there are numerous parameters that influence the strength of a diffraction IR and could be
used to identify significant components to retain. Some are particularly attractive
because they depend only on the geometry of the simulation environment and
require little additional computational overhead, but they also can be difficult to
exploit effectively. For example, the dependence of the diffracted amplitude on
the wedge angle θW is a function with easily identified zeros (when θW = π/m for
integer values of m [18, 129]) but complicated behavior in between. Edge length
is loosely correlated with the duration of the diffraction IR, but this relationship
is heavily dependent on the source and receiver positions. Rather than use such
purely geometric parameters, our method indirectly uses the denominator of Eq.
3.8 which can be very small or zero as described in Chapter 4, and the resulting
singularity causes the diffraction IR to have a high-amplitude, impulsive onset. In
addition, these high-amplitude IRs occur for receivers at or near zone boundaries,
and thus play a particularly significant role in maintaining a continuous sound field
for a moving source or receiver.
Recall that the singularity in Eq. 3.8 occurs only when cosh(νη) = cos(νϕi ) = 1,
a condition that is met for the diffracted path through the apex point for a receiver
on a zone boundary associated with a value of νϕi . The effect of the singularity on
the diffraction can be seen in Figure 6.9 for a wedge with θW = 270◦ and a source at
θS = 45◦ . The diffracted field peaks and changes polarity as the receiver approaches
and crosses the reflection boundary at θR = 135◦ and the shadow boundary at
θR = 225◦ . When the source and receiver are moved to a z-value beyond the end of
the edge and thus the apex point is not included, there is still a polarity change in
the diffracted field at the zone boundaries but the peak amplitude is significantly
reduced from the apex-included case.
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Figure 6.9: Normalized peak diffraction amplitude as a function of the receiver angle for a 270◦
wedge and a fixed source at θS = 45◦ . Blue curve: data for the geometry shown in the inset. Red
curve: S and R have been moved such that the apex point is 0.1 m beyond one end of the 20 m
edge. Note the maximum values as the receiver approaches the reflection boundary at 135◦ and
the shadow boundary at 225◦.

Given this behavior of the diffracted field relative to the zone boundaries, we
identify significant diffracted paths to be retained for processing in this way: the
receiver must be within a user-specified angular distance of the nearest zone boundary, and the apex point must be included in the physical edge. For the former, this
corresponds to
min |νϕi − 2nπ| ≤ , n = 0, 1, 2, ...

(6.1)

i

where  is the angular culling threshold, and the receiver is then within /ν of the
nearest zone boundary. For example, consider the geometry from Figure 6.9 with
ν = 2/3 and a receiver near the shadow boundary (θS + π) at 225◦ . For such a
case, ϕ2 = π + θS − θR measures the receiver’s angular distance from this (nearest)
boundary, and ϕ2 = 0 for a receiver on the boundary. Because the singularity is
determined by values of νϕi rather than ϕi alone, we would retain the diffracted
component if the receiver satisfied |νϕ2 | ≤ , or |ϕ2 | ≤ /ν = 3/2.
5

5

The minimum value of ν is 1/2 (when θW = 2π) so the angular distance to the nearest
boundary cannot be greater than 2.
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Figure 6.10: Variation in diffraction-IR onset amplitude with angular culling threshold for S1 and
R3 in the Hall 1 model as described in Section 6.3. Data for 10628 diffraction IRs are shown. The
inset shows normalized log-magnitude onset values.

In Figure 6.10, the diffraction onset amplitude is shown as a function of angular
culling threshold for the full S1 /R3 IR. It can be seen that the majority of highamplitude components do indeed occur when the angular distance is small and the
apex point is included in the edge (blue circles), and that this culling method can
effectively eliminate a large percentage of the smaller, insignificant diffraction IRs
(red circles).
Using the zone-boundary culling method, we calculated impulse responses for
the two source positions and seven receiver positions in both models as described
in Section 6.2.1. The culling thresholds were chosen to match as closely as possible
the average percentage of included diffraction components to the percentage of
amplitude-ranked diffraction components used in Section 6.3.1.1: 0.5, 2.0, 8.0, and
32.0 percent for both models, with the addition of 9.0 percent for Hall 2.
Averaged over all fourteen source/receiver combinations in Hall 1, a culling angle
of 1◦ resulted in the inclusion of 0.43 percent of the diffraction IRs, 5◦ resulted in
the inclusion of 1.99 percent of the diffraction IRs, 24◦ resulted in the inclusion of
8.08 percent of the diffraction IRs, and 180◦ resulted in the inclusion of 19.5 percent
of the diffraction IRs. Similar but not identical angles were found to match the
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Table 6.2: Comparison of rank-based culling and zone-boundary culling for Halls 1 and 2. Column
3 contains the number of diffraction IRs retained for each of the rank-based culling cases. Column
5 contains the number of diffraction IRs retained for the corresponding zone-boundary culling
cases. Column 6 contains the number of matches, or common IRs, between the two. Data are
averaged over all 14 S/R pairs for each model.

Hall
1

2

Rank
Percent
8.0
2.0
0.5
9.0
2.0
0.5

# Diff. IRs
Retained
837
210
53
649
145
37

Culling
Angle
24◦
5◦
1◦
26◦
3.5◦
0.8◦

# Diff. IRs
Retained
836
207
45
631
142
35

Matches
658
152
31
493
103
23

culling percentages for the IRs from Hall 2. A culling angle of 0.8◦ resulted in the
inclusion of 0.50 percent of the diffraction IRs, 3.5◦ resulted in the inclusion of 2.07
percent of the diffraction IRs, 22◦ resulted in the inclusion of 7.99 percent of the
diffraction IRs, 26◦ resulted in the inclusion of 9.00 percent of the diffraction IRs,
and 180◦ resulted in the inclusion of 17.72 percent of the diffraction IRs. It was not
possible to approximate the 32-percent cases more closely because, on average, only
19.5 and 17.72 percent of the diffraction IRs had the apex point included for Hall 1
and Hall 2, respectively.
Table 6.2 provides a comparison of rank-based culling and zone-boundary culling
for the three well-approximated cases in the two models. The last column contains
the number of matches, or common IRs, between the two methods. It can be seen
that the zone-boundary culling captures approximately 75 percent of the desired
highest-amplitude IRs for the 5◦ and 24◦ cases for Hall 1 and the 3.5◦ and 26◦ cases
for Hall 2, but the performance falls below 70 percent for the 0.5◦ and 0.8◦ cases.

6.4.1

Hall 1: Visible Sources on Stage

For the analysis of the zone-boundary culling method with unoccluded sources, IRs
were generated for Hall 1 (Figure 6.2) with the same two source positions and seven
receiver positions as used with the rank-based culling in Section 6.3.1. The error
introduced by the culling was evaluated both numerically and subjectively.
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Figure 6.11: Maximum error, taken over all 14 source/receiver pairs, in the smoothed magnitude
spectrum for various zone-boundary culling cases in the Hall 1 model. Values in the legend indicate
the angular culling threshold.

6.4.1.1

Numerical Analysis

The maximum third-octave error spectrum incurred for each of the zone-boundary
culling cases over all 14 source/receiver pairs in Hall 1 is shown in Figure 6.11.
Errors for simulations containing no diffraction IRs are shown for comparison, and
are identical to those shown for the GA-only case in Figure 6.5.
The error is again quite low at high frequencies for all culling cases, although
somewhat higher than that for the rank-based culling cases due to the imperfect
retention of the largest diffraction components. Below 1 kHz the error is erratic, but
tends to grow with decreasing frequency as expected from the culling of thousands
of IRs. Below approximately 250 Hz, the error for the 1◦ and 5◦ culling cases is
quite similar to that for the GA-only case. The 24◦ case has noticeably lower error
and is similar to that for the 8% amplitude culling case except for the peaks near
125 and 50 Hz, suggesting that the threshold of audibility will occur for the IRs
culled with a 24◦ threshold.
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Figure 6.12: Results from our listening tests for zone-boundary culling in the Hall 1 model. For
the pink-noise and Handel auralizations, responses have been averaged over 17 subjects and 6
source/receiver pairs. For the Bruckner auralizations, responses have been averaged over 9 subjects
and 4 source/receiver pairs. See the text in Section 6.4.1.2 for details.

6.4.1.2

Subjective Analysis

Listening tests were also conducted for the zone-boundary culling cases in Hall 1
with the same methodology as described in Section 6.3.1.2. Subjects were presented
with comparisons of full-diffraction IRs and culled IRs with 1◦ , 5◦ , and 24◦ culling
thresholds. For the pink-noise and Handel auralizations, the six source/receiver
combinations were used, and 16 of the 17 subjects also participated in the tests
of rank-based culling. Of those subjects that participated in both tests, a randomly chosen half were tested with rank-based culling first, and the other half with
zone-boundary culling first to avoid a learning bias in their responses. 9 subjects
participated in the Bruckner-based tests which included four source/receiver pairs.
Overall results from the listening tests are presented in Figure 6.12. The first
group of bars again represents the subjects’ performance when comparing the GAonly auralizations to the full-diffraction auralizations. Since neither the GA-only nor
the full-diffraction IRs changed between the rank-based culling tests and the zoneboundary culling tests, the performance should be (and is) quite similar between
the two (see Figure 6.7).
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Each of the three remaining groups of three bars indicates the performance of
the subjects for one of the culling cases. The data are averaged over the corresponding source/receiver pairs and subjects, and are shown for each source type
individually. The subjects’ performance with the pink-noise source over all of the
zone-boundary culling cases is quite similar to that for the rank-based culling cases,
while their performance with the Handel source is slightly improved for the zoneboundary cases. This improved discrimination performance (equivalent to decreased
culling effectiveness) is the result of the imperfect retention of the largest diffraction
components as shown in Table 6.2. The results from the Bruckner auralizations,
particularly the 39% discrimination for the 5◦ culling case, are suspect due to the
low number of subjects, but again indicate a variation in culling effectiveness with
the source material. However, the similarity in the pink-noise and Handel results for
the amplitude and zone-boundary methods suggests that the zone-boundary culling
is approximating the rank-based culling fairly well, and the poor discrimination
with the 24◦ culling threshold indicates that the corresponding auralizations cannot
be distinguished reliably from the full-diffraction auralizations.
Test results for each individual source/receiver pair, source type, and culling case
are provided in Table 6.3. The significance level of 0.05 (12 of 17 responses or 8 of
9) was achieved for 12 of the 16 GA-only examples, 10 of the 16 1◦ -culling examples,
5 of the 16 5◦ -culling examples, and only 3 of the 16 24◦ -culling examples.

6.4.2

Hall 2: Occluded Sources in the Pit

Numerical analysis of the zone-boundary culling method with occluded sources was
carried out on IRs simulated in the Hall 2 model (Figure 6.3). The maximum thirdoctave error spectrum incurred for each of the zone-boundary culling cases over all
14 source/receiver pairs in Hall 2 is shown in Figure 6.13. Error for the simulations
containing no diffraction IRs is shown for comparison.
The error for the 0.8◦ culling case is quite similar to that for the GA-only (no
diffraction) case, with an improvement of only approximately 1 - 2 dB over much of
the audible spectrum. This is in contrast to the significant improvement provided by
the corresponding 0.5-percent culling case described in Section 6.3.2. The difference
is likely due to the mediocre 66-percent matching performance (23 of 35 as shown
in Table 6.2) combined with such a small angular threshold: the few retained,
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Table 6.3: Correct/incorrect responses for the subjective tests of zone-boundary culling. Bold pairs indicate those for which the 0.05 significance
level is met or surpassed, suggesting reliable discrimination between the auralizations with culled and unculled impulse responses. For the Handel
and pink-noise auralizations, each entry represents the responses of 17 test subjects. For the Bruckner auralizations, each entry represents the
responses of 9 test subjects.
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Figure 6.13: Maximum error, taken over all 14 source/receiver pairs, in the smoothed magnitude
spectrum for various zone-boundary culling cases in the Hall 2 model. Values in the legend indicate
the angular culling threshold. Compare to Figure 6.11, but note the change in the y-axis limits.

high-amplitude diffraction components do not contain a sufficient fraction of the
diffracted energy to provide a meaningful correction. The error for 3.5◦ culling case
is also significantly higher than that for the corresponding 2-percent case. This
is largely the result of the two IRs simulated for receiver R6 , which have the two
lowest numbers of GA components and the two worst matching performances of all
14 S/R combinations.
For the 26◦ culling, the error is comparable to the 9-percent case above the 125-Hz
band, but higher at low frequencies. This is due mainly to the low-frequency error
in the S2 to R1 and S2 to R6 IRs, as shown in Figure 6.13 with the dashed black
curve that indicates the error when these two IRs are omitted from the analysis.
For these two S/R pairs the source and receiver are close together and close to
a number of diffracting edges, specifically the upper and lower edges of the stage
lip, the edge of the balustrade, and, only for R6 , the vertical edge at the houseleft, front end of the audience seating area seen in Figure 6.3. The combination
of short source-to-edge and receiver-to-edge distances, m and l respectively in the
denominator of the integrand in Equation 3.13, causes an increase in the diffraction
amplitude independent of the apex-point and zone-boundary behavior, and thus for
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these specific S/R pairs high amplitude diffraction IRs are missed by the angular
culling technique.
Overall, the performance of the zone-boundary culling technique was reduced
when used with simulations from Hall 2 in which the sources were occluded from
the receivers. The increased error was due to two main factors. First, the diffracted
components contain a more significant portion of the energy transmitted from the
sources to the receivers than in the visible-source IRs from Hall 1. This factor
is particularly influential with the smallest culling angles. Second, the Hall 2
simulations contained certain S/R pairs for which the source and receiver were
both close to a number of diffracting edges, and such a configuration can lead to
diffraction components whose high amplitude is dictated by the short propagation
distance rather than by the receiver’s proximity to a zone boundary. However,
only a small angular increase of 2◦ (from 24◦ to 26◦ ) was needed to provide an
error similar to that of the unoccluded-source simulations in Hall 1 when this edgeproximity issue was avoided.

6.5

Discussion

As has been shown in [85], identifying the possible sequences of reflecting surfaces
and diffracting edges in a virtual environment can be more time consuming than
evaluating the contributions of the valid paths (i.e. computing the diffraction IRs). 6
Thus, for our culling method to have maximal impact on the overall processing time
of a virtual-acoustic simulation, it should be integrated into the path-finding stage as
well. This can be achieved most easily in the context of beam tracing. As mentioned
in Section 6.1, beam-tracing systems exist that allow for diffraction culling by
limiting diffracted beams to the shadow regions of diffracting wedges [85, 271].
Using our culling approach as an alternative, diffracted beams could be limited
to small angular regions around the reflection and shadow boundaries (which can
be computed easily using the beam and wedge geometry). For each combination
of surfaces and an edge that leads to a possible diffracted path, computation can
be stopped once the apex-point status has been determined. Because our culling
6
However, our more accurate BTM-diffraction IR computation is likely more time consuming
than methods such as the UTD (although no timing comparison has been made thus far), so
culling at the computation stage may be more valuable than in previous work.
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method was implemented in the Edge Diffraction Toolbox for Matlab R [254]7
and only in the diffraction calculation stage, we currently cannot provide timing
statistics that indicate the full advantage of our approach or that confirm its viability
for interactive simulations. However, averaged over all S/R pairs, the 24◦ culling
resulted in an 95 percent decrease in the diffraction processing time for the IRs in
Hall 1 and the 26◦ culling resulted in an 88 percent decrease for Hall 2. Earlier
tests of our method reported in [33] with a 30◦ culling threshold also indicate that
the time to compute the contributions of the diffraction IRs can be significantly
reduced.
In addition to the potential reduction in processing time, our zone-boundarybased culling approach guarantees a smooth transition across the reflection and
shadow boundaries where GA components are discontinuous. This may be particularly helpful in dynamic simulations to prevent audible artifacts when a receiver
crosses a zone boundary and a GA component suddenly is added to or removed
from the impulse response. The simulated sound field would contain discontinuities
at the ends of the “culling zone”, but these would be significantly reduced in size
relative to the discontinuities at the zone boundaries when diffraction is neglected
entirely.
We have also studied the additional culling that can be achieved when small
diffraction IRs are further culled by introducing an onset-magnitude threshold to
the zone-boundary method. This method works by comparing the onset sample
of each diffraction IR to a threshold, and only paths for which the threshold is
exceeded are retained. For each diffracted path, the threshold is based on the
largest prior diffraction onset sample. Preliminary results for this method were
presented previously [33, 256], where culling based on the onset sample, or the first
two samples, of a diffraction IR using various thresholds (e.g. 20, 30, or 40 dB below
the prior maximum) was shown to be effective in reducing computation time with
limited spectral error in the early simulated sound field. This method identifies the
significant diffraction paths more effectively than the angular method alone, but
sound-field continuity is no longer guaranteed throughout the full angular range of
retained IRs. It also requires that some computation is done for every diffraction
7

The Toolbox uses the classical image-source technique to find specular reflections. Diffraction
contributions are identified by assigning discrete points, which represent edge segments, along edges
and then applying the image-source technique for preceding and subsequent specular reflections.
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IR under consideration for culling, so the benefits may be offset by the increase in
processing time.
In regard to subjective evaluation of the occluded-source IRs from Hall 2, we
opted against further listening tests at this stage for one main reason. The spectral
error for the 26◦ culling case in Hall 2, with the S2 /R1 and S2 /R6 IRs omitted, is
quite similar to that for the 24◦ culling case from Hall 1, and thus in the context of
our auralizations with omnidirectional IRs, the audible artifacts of culling (or lack
thereof) should also be similar. It is clear, however, that ignoring early diffracted
paths could have a significant effect on the spatial perception of the simulated sound
field in the absence of the direct sound. Further subjective testing is thus necessary
as described below, with auralizations rendered either binaurally using HRTFs, or
perhaps in an immersive environment using wavefield synthesis or Ambisonics for
accurate spatial reproduction.
In regard to the variability of our results with the anechoic source material,
similar tests carried out by Torres et al. [265] also indicated that perception of
diffraction in auralizations with simulated impulse responses was very much source
dependent. They report comparable results between pink noise and synthesized
organ music, but reduced perception of diffraction with male and female speech as
the source material. Similar organ music would be interesting to use in tests with our
culling approach. For models with many small surfaces, the error due to neglecting
diffraction will spread to higher frequencies and the effects of culling likely will be
more evident for a broader range of source material. Some form of culling will be
necessary for simulations in such models to manage the computational load since
the use of small surfaces will lead to a higher edge count.

6.6

Summary

In this chapter we have addressed the computational complexity of virtual-acoustic
simulations that include diffraction. The addition of diffraction to geometricalacoustics components in a simulation causes a dramatic, combinatorial increase in
the number of paths from a source to a receiver that must be considered, but we
have shown that only a small subset of these must be processed to maintain high
levels of numerical and, in certain cases, perceptual accuracy. Analysis of simulated
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impulse responses from two simple concert-hall models indicates that more than 90
percent of the diffracted components can be culled with limited spectral error if the
retained components are those with the highest amplitudes. Subjective tests with
IRs from a model with unoccluded sources confirm that culling with amplitudebased ranking can be used without audible artifacts, although the effectiveness is
dependent on the listening material.
In addition, we have described a method for culling insignificant, singly diffracted
paths in a virtual-acoustics simulation. By retaining only diffracted paths for which
the receiver is within a given angular distance of the nearest reflection or shadow
boundary, and for which the apex point is included in the physical edge, we are able
to approximate the performance of the rank-based culling effectively and without
pre-processing. Subjective tests verify that auralizations of a simple concert-hall
model made with a culling threshold of 24◦ cannot be distinguished reliably from
those made with impulse responses containing all first-order diffracted components
(limited to paths up to fourth order), but again the effectiveness is dependent on
the listening material.
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Chapter 7
Integration of Edge Diffraction
and Geometrical-Acoustics
Modeling
7.1

Introduction

Aside from a few recent exceptions, room-acoustics modeling systems historically
have been limited to simulations based on geometrical-acoustics techniques. In
contrast to many frequency-domain analysis approaches, e.g. those utilized in
studies of highway noise barriers, these simulations are typically carried out in
the time domain for various reasons. Time-domain data, i.e. impulse responses,
allow for intuitive evaluation of the contributions of individual components to
the sound field through visual inspection. In addition, they provide results that
can be analyzed numerically with standardized parameters such as Reverberation
Time, Definition, and others specified in ISO 3382 [108], and perceptually through
convolution-based auralization [134]. Despite their widespread use, GA techniques
are known to be incomplete and inaccurate, particularly at low frequencies, in part
because they fail to include diffraction.
GA techniques rely on ray theory, i.e. the approximation that sound propagates
between two points along straight, infinitely thin, ray-like paths. Thus, an unoccluded linear path between a source and receiver (with the appropriate attenuation
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due to spreading and absorption by the medium) is sufficient to model the direct
sound, and specular reflections can be simulated by piecewise linear paths that obey
Snell’s Law when they encounter flat, reflecting surfaces. Such ray-like behavior is
only correct at asymptotically high frequencies1 or when the dimensions of the
reflecting surface are infinitely larger than the wavelength of the incident sound.
Therefore GA methods are particularly inaccurate when used with small reflecting
surfaces or low-frequency (long-wavelength) sound.
A straightforward approach to remedy this failure involves augmenting GA results with edge-diffraction calculations, e.g. as is done in [211, 254, 265, 271].
However, separate calculations of these two components can limit the accuracy of the
simulations because the components are not independent. The relationship between
the GA and diffraction components can be seen most easily for a simulation in which
the receiver is located on or near a zone boundary. The sum of the associated GA
term and the diffraction must yield a continuous sound field across the boundary,
and the proper combination of the two components requires that both be simulated
with a high degree of numerical accuracy to avoid errors.
In this chapter, we present an integrated approach for time-domain acoustic
modeling in which intermediate values normally utilized only in diffraction calculations are exploited in finding GA components as well. Specifically, we show
how to detect the existence of first-order specular reflections and an unobstructed
direct-sound path using the source and receiver locations specified in edge-aligned
cylindrical coordinates. This method can be used for arbitrary source and receiver
configurations, but is particularly well suited for use with receivers at or near
zone boundaries because it ensures a consistent, physically correct combination
of components. This chapter was published in modified form in [35].

7.2

Integrated Modeling Approach

As mentioned above, it is possible to use intermediate values from the diffraction
calculations to find the GA components as well. In particular, the ϕi angles defined
in Eq. (3.4) contain sufficient information to detect the existence of an unobstructed
1
Fresnel volumes [138] and zones [14] provide more accurate, frequency-dependent estimates
of the finite volume of space and area of a surface, respectively, that influence the propagation and
reflection of sound.
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direct-sound path as well as first-order specular reflections. Additionally, the radial
and angular coordinates of the source and receiver, rS , rR , θS , and θR , can be used
to locate the reflection point on a surface that is found to cause a specular reflection.
Our method assumes that the environment/model is stored as a triangle mesh,
with explicit lists of faces, edges, and vertices. A single pass over the list of edges is
used to generate and store the diffraction parameters, and to calculate the diffraction
components of the sound field. For edges that occur at the intersection of two faces
(i.e. at corners and wedges, as opposed to “free” edges at the ends of isolated
surfaces such as the panels in the array discussed in Section 5.4.2 and shown in Fig.
5.6), the parameters must be measured relative to both faces, since either or both
could occlude the direct sound or create a specular reflection. The actual diffraction
calculations for the edge can be made with the parameters relative to either face.
For edges that are known not to diffract, e.g. those for which θW = π/m for integer
values of m [18, 129], the parameters must still be generated for use in detecting
the GA components, but the diffraction calculations can be skipped.
In a subsequent processing pass over the list of faces, the diffraction parameters
for the three edges of each face are evaluated to determine whether or not the face
obstructs the direct sound or creates a specular reflection. Specifically, two counters
are maintained for each face: one with the number of its edges for which ϕ2 < 0,
and one with the number of its edges for which ϕ4 > 0. As described below, a face
obstructs the direct sound if the value in its first counter is 3, and the face creates
a specular reflection if the value in its second counter is 3. For a face that creates
a specular reflection, further evaluation of the parameters can be used to find the
reflection point. Once a face has been found to obstruct the direct sound, no other
faces need to be tested for such an obstruction. Once a specular reflection has been
found to be created by a face, no other faces in the same plane need to be considered
for reflections.

7.2.1

Direct-Sound Occlusions

To determine whether there is an unobstructed direct-sound path from the source
to the receiver, each face in the model must be considered as a possible occluder.
Relative to one of its three edges, a face will occlude the direct-sound path if
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θR > π + θS , i.e. the receiver is beyond the shadow boundary as described in
Section 4.2.1. Thus occlusion relative to an edge occurs when

π + θS − θR = ϕ2 < 0.

(7.1)

If ϕ2 is negative for all three edges of a face, the face occludes the direct sound.
An example is shown in Figure 7.1. Because this test is carried out for every face,
i.e. the coordinate system is aligned such that each face under test is in the θ = 0
plane, it is not necessary to consider the shadow boundary associated with ϕ3 and
the face at θ = θW .
This method for determining occlusion can be confirmed geometrically by the
following. Each edge of a face is contained by an infinite line, and each such line
divides the plane of the face into two half-planes: one that contains the face and
one that does not. For a given edge, ϕ2 < 0 implies that that the line segment
between the source and the receiver intersects the half-plane that contains the face,
as can be seen by the intersection of the horizontal line representing the face and
the line segment between S and R2 in Figure 7.1(a). Once ϕ2 has been evaluated
for all three edges, the point at which the path from the source to the receiver
passes through the plane of the face can be localized to the intersection of three
half-planes, each dictated by the sign of one ϕ2 value. As seen in Figure 7.1(b),
the intersection of the three half-planes defined by ϕ2 < 0 for all edges is exactly
the face, and thus three negative values imply that the path from the source to the
receiver goes through the face, i.e. is occluded by it. No other combination of three
half-planes contains any portion of the face, so a single case of ϕ2 > 0 for a given
face eliminates that face from the list of possible occluders of the direct sound. The
case of ϕ2 = 0, when the segment between S and R intersects an edge of a face and
thus the receiver is on the shadow boundary, is discussed in Section 7.3 below.

7.2.2

First-Order Specular Reflections

The test for a specular reflection from a face involves evaluating ϕ4 for each of
the face’s three edges. As defined in Eq. (3.4) and discussed in Section 4.2.1
ϕ4 = π − θS − θR and thus it measures the angular distance of the receiver from
the specular boundary π − θS for the face at θ = 0. As shown in Figure 7.2, when
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Figure 7.1: Checking for occlusion of the direct sound. (a) The face under test is shown as a
horizontal line, and the edge under test is perpendicular to the page. The diffraction parameter
ϕ2 = π + θS − θR measures the angular distance of the receiver from the shadow boundary. If
ϕ2 < 0 (e.g. for R2 ), the receiver is beyond the shadow boundary relative to the edge under test.
(b) If ϕ2 < 0 for all three edges of the face, the face occludes the direct sound.
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Figure 7.2: Confirming a specular reflection. (a) The face under test is shown as a horizontal
line, and the edge under test comes out of the page. The diffraction parameter ϕ4 = π − θS − θR
measures the angular distance of the receiver from the specular boundary. If ϕ4 > 0 (e.g. for R1 ),
the receiver is within the specular zone relative to the edge under test. (b) If ϕ4 > 0 for all three
edges of a triangular face, the face creates a specular reflection.

ϕ4 > 0, the receiver is within the specular zone relative to the edge from which θS
and θR are measured. If ϕ4 > 0 for all edges of a face, the face creates a specular
reflection. Note that the evaluation of ϕ4 need only be done if both θS < π and
θR < π. If either is greater than π, there can be no specular reflection from the
reference face.
A similar geometric argument to that for the direct-sound occlusion case holds in
the reflection case as well. For a given face and one of its edges, ϕ4 > 0 implies that
that the point of specular reflection lies in the half-plane that contains the face, as
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can be seen by the reflection path between S and R1 in Figure 7.2(a). The three
ϕ4 values localize the reflection point to the intersection of three half-planes, and
this intersection for three positive ϕ4 values is exactly the face as shown in Figure
7.2(b). If ϕ4 = 0 for an edge, the reflection point is on the edge and the receiver is
on the reflection boundary. This case is discussed in Section 7.3 below.
Once a face has been found to create a specular reflection, the source could be
mirrored about the plane of the face and the reflection point could be determined
by the intersection of the line segment connecting the image source and the receiver
with the face. However, it is also possible to find the point of reflection using the
diffraction parameters. This method involves deriving the barycentric coordinates
of the point within the reflecting (triangular) surface, and is similar to one that
is commonly used in computer graphics, specifically in ray-tracing applications, to
find line-triangle intersections.
To find the coordinates of the specular-reflection point, it is helpful first to
consider a 2D example as shown in Figure 7.3(a). Given a source, receiver, and
a line segment, the goal is to find the distance x of the reflection point from the end
of the segment in terms of the diffraction parameters rS , rR , θS , and θR . With the
constraint that α1 = α2 (true for a specular reflection), x is given by the equation

x=

rS rR sin(θS + θR )
.
rS sin(θS ) + rR sin(θR )

(7.2)

For a 3D case, consider the source S, receiver R, and triangular face 4ABC in
Figure 7.3(b) for which ϕ4 > 0 for all three edges. The first-order specular reflection
path from S to R must go through a point P in the interior of the face, and the
value x in Eq. (7.2) corresponds to the perpendicular distance from P to the edge
from which rS , rR , θS , and θR are measured. Therefore, using side BC as a reference
yields xBC , using side CA yields xCA , and using side AB yields xAB . The triple
(xBC , xCA , xAB ) represents the location of P in exact trilinear coordinates. This
triple can be converted into barycentric coordinates (t1 , t2 , t3 ) [287], where
t1 =

xBC · a
,
n

t2 =

xCA · b
,
n
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t3 =

xAB · c
,
n

(7.3)
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(b)
Figure 7.3: Finding the reflection point P . (a) 2D geometry used to find the distance x of P from
an edge. (b) Values xAB , xBC , and xCA , each calculated with Eq. (7.2) relative to one of the
three edges, give the location of P in exact trilinear coordinates. These can be converted into
barycentric coordinates using Eqs. (7.3) and (7.4), which in turn give the Cartesian coordinates
of P through Eq. (7.5).
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a, b, and c are the lengths of the sides of the face as shown in Figure 7.3 (b), and
n = a · xBC + b · xCA + c · xAB .

(7.4)

Using the known Cartesian coordinates of the triangle vertices A, B, and C, the
Cartesian coordinates of the specular reflection point can be found with the equation
P = A · t1 + B · t2 + C · t3 .

(7.5)

The value rS sin(θS ) in Eq. (7.2) is the distance from the source to the plane
containing the face, and rR sin(θR ) is the distance from the receiver to that plane.
These distances are constant for all edges of a face, and thus must be calculated
only once per face. The value rS rR sin(θS + θR ) must be computed for each edge.

7.3
7.3.1

Discussion
Accuracy

The benefit of this integrated method in terms of simulation accuracy is most
pronounced for a receiver that is on (or very close to) a zone boundary. For such
a case involving a specular-zone boundary, the reflection point lies on an edge of
a surface, and the reflection arrival time and diffraction onset time are equal. To
maintain a continuous sound field across the boundary, the combined amplitude of
the specular reflection and the first sample of the diffraction IR should be one half
the expected reflection value as described in Section 4.3.5. Because ϕ4 = 0 for such
a case, it is easy to note such a condition when processing the related edge (using
a small  to avoid numerical inaccuracies), and adjust the diffraction and specular
reflection strengths accordingly to achieve the proper amplitude. However, using
separate GA and diffraction methods, such a condition would have to be found by
the two methods consistently and accurately. In particular, the technique for finding
the specular reflections would be required to find path/edge intersections within the
same  as the diffraction-modeling technique to ensure proper amplitudes for both
components. Failure to detect and combine the two components properly could lead
to a response with double the correct amplitude, zero amplitude due to destructive
interference, or incorrect diffraction polarity.
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7.3.2

Efficiency

This method also provides improved efficiency over the classical image-source method
(although methods such as beam tracing, and more advanced image-source implementations such as in [235] that employ spatial subdivision schemes can detect
specular reflections more efficiently). With the image-source method (ISM), faces
are evaluated for specular reflections by: mirroring the source about the plane
containing the face to create an image source; finding the intersection of that
plane with the line between the image source and the receiver; determining whether
the intersection point is inside (valid reflection) or outside (invalid reflection) the
boundaries of the face. With the new integrated method, the existence of a reflection
is determined by simply examining the ϕ4 counter for each face. If the counter value
is less than 3, nothing more needs to be done. If the counter value is 3, we can either
use the method described in Section 7.2.2 to find the exact reflection point, or follow
the steps used in the ISM. For the latter, we need only carry out the first two steps.
Since the surface, rather than just the plane in which it lies, is known to create a
valid specular reflection, the intersection of the path between the image source and
receiver with the reflecting plane must be inside the boundaries of the face, so the
final step is not necessary.

7.4

Summary

This chapter describes a time-domain method for virtual-acoustic modeling that
integrates geometrical-acoustics components and edge diffraction. Parameters generated for the diffraction calculations also are used to confirm an unobstructed
direct-sound path and to find first-order specular reflections, thus eliminating the
need for a separate GA technique such as the image-source method. This approach
is particularly well suited for use with receivers at or near reflection and shadow
boundaries, where the proper combination of GA and diffraction components is essential to ensure a physically accurate, continuous sound field across the boundary.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions and Future Work
8.1

Summary of Contributions

The goal of this thesis is to explore the use of edge diffraction in virtual-acoustic
simulations. In particular, we have focused on a line-integral formulation of the
time-domain Biot-Tolstoy-Medwin diffraction expression that provides an exact
first-order diffraction impulse response for rigid wedges of finite length. In this
context, our contributions comprise four main advances.
First, we have explored the singular behavior of the diffraction integrand near
reflection and shadow boundaries, and specifically described the relationship between the periodic singularity and higher-order reflections within wedges with an
open angle less than 180◦ . This singularity is necessary to maintain a continuous
sound field where the geometrical-acoustics components are discontinuous, and thus
its proper treatment is critical for physically accurate simulations.
Second, we have evaluated three edge-subdivision strategies to provide discretetime impulse responses from continuous-time, line-integral diffraction formulations.
The first, in which the edge is segmented such that each portion contributes to
exactly one sample of the IR, is the most accurate but suffers from high computation
time. The second, in which all segments within an edge are of equal length, provides
a significant reduction in computation time but is numerically problematic when a
segment spans the apex point on an edge. The third, a hybrid of the two using
sample-aligned segments near the apex point and even segments elsewhere, allows
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for fast computations with low error and straightforward numerical evaluation.
Given the singular behavior of the diffraction integrand near the apex point and the
resultant high onset amplitude of the diffraction IR, this hybrid technique has the
advantage of concentrating the computational effort on the portion of the edge that
contributes the most diffracted energy, and allows for relaxed numerical accuracy
for numerically and perceptually less important segments.
Third, we have addressed the combinatorial increase in the computational complexity of virtual-acoustic simulations due to the inclusion of diffracted paths.
Through objective and subjective analysis, we have shown that only a small subset
of diffracted paths must be processed to maintain high levels of numerical and, in
certain cases (dependent on the source material), perceptual accuracy. In addition,
we have described a method for culling insignificant, singly diffracted paths in
a virtual-acoustics simulation. By predicting diffraction amplitudes through the
singular behavior of the diffraction onset near reflection and shadow boundaries, we
can identify strong components to be retained and weak components to be omitted
before they are fully processed.
Finally, we have described a time-domain method for virtual-acoustic modeling
that integrates geometrical-acoustics components and edge diffraction. Parameters
generated for the diffraction calculations are used to confirm an unobstructed directsound path and to find first-order specular reflections, thus eliminating the need
for a separate GA technique such as the image-source method. This approach
is particularly well suited for use with receivers at or near reflection and shadow
boundaries, where the proper combination of GA and diffraction components is
essential to ensure a physically accurate, continuous sound field across the boundary.
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8.2

Future Work

The research summarized in this thesis suggests several avenues for future work
related to diffraction calculations and acoustic simulations.

8.2.1

Direct Extensions of This Thesis

Clearly, the edge subdivision and culling techniques described in Chapters 5 and 6,
respectively, must be integrated into an interactive modeling system to determine
the full benfits of the associated reductions in computation time. Various authors
(e.g. see [37, 271]) have mentioned using BTM diffraction in their simulation
systems as a more accurate alternative to the UTD, while others (see [270]) have
expressed concern about its computational complexity. Integration of BTM diffraction into an interactive system not only will allow our acceleration techniques to be
evaluated more fully, but will provide a framework for comparing UTD and BTM
diffraction in terms of numerical and perceptual differences, and a vehicle for more
general studies of the audibility of diffraction in virtual-acoustic simulations.
In regard to further perceptual studies, our auralizations described in Chapter
6 were made with omnidirectional impulse responses and were presented diotically,
so we did not take into consideration the directional aspects of the diffracted
components and how these might affect their audibility. Torres et al. [265] have
suggested a method for binaural auralization of diffraction based on the arrival
direction of the least-time path, and this may be a suitable way to study diffraction
in a three-dimensional sound field simulation. In addition, diffraction arrival time
may also be an important factor to evaluate perceptually. For environments in which
the direct sound may be occluded, a diffracted path can represent the first arrival
at a receiver and thus may be critical for proper localization. Arrival time may
also be important when the simulated impulse response is sparse and the diffracted
components are temporally isolated, and thus are less likely to be masked by the
GA components. Torres et al. also describe results from perceptual tests which
indicate that second-order diffraction was inaudible in their simulations, but second
and higher orders should be studied in other environments, specifically ones where
they represent the shortest or only propagation paths from source to receiver or
around obstacles. Finally, the audibility of sound-field discontinuities at reflection
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and shadow boundaries is given as a motivation for simulating diffraction in Chapter
6 and in [271], but this has not been explored rigorously. Further perceptual
studies should be carried out to determine the circumstances under which these
discontinuities are indeed problematic and thus GA-only simulations are insufficient.
In regard to the method of integrating diffraction and GA modeling described in
Chapter 7, one aspect that demands further study is the need for visibility checks
for the specular reflections. In traditional GA systems, rays are cast along each
reflection-path segment, and tested for intersection with the surfaces in the model.
If one of these rays intersects a surface before arriving at the expected reflecting
surface, the reflection is considered invalid. This technique could be used with
our method. Another possibility is to check for occlusions for each segment of
a reflection path using the approach to check for occlusions of the direct sound
described in Section 7.2.1. A reflection path S → P → R could be evaluated by
first searching for obstructions with S as the source and P as the receiver, and then
for obstructions with P as the source and R as the receiver. It may be possible to
incorporate such visibility checks into the calculations for higher-order sound-field
components.
A second augmentation of our diffraction/GA integration method involves extension beyond first-order specular reflections and diffraction. As in the first-order case,
diffraction compensates for discontinuities at higher-order specular-zone boundaries,
so our integrated method should be applicable. However, additional tests will be
necessary to validate each segment of higher-order specular reflection path.
Finally, it should be possible to use convex faces other than triangles, with a
modified process for finding specular reflection points. This could increase the
method’s efficiency by reducing the number of edges and faces to process.

8.2.2

Novel Simulation Techniques

One aspect of existing techniques and systems for virtual-acoustic simulations,
particularly those based on geometrical-acoustics assumptions, that invites further
study is the use of single-resolution geometric models. While frequency-dependent
scattering coefficients can be used to provide variations in the scattering behavior of
surfaces between octave or third-octave bands, and the strength of specular reflec-
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tions can vary with frequency due to surface size and absorption, the direction of
specular reflections is typically modeled as a frequency-independent characteristic.
Clearly this is not physically realistic, but is an artifact of the GA assumption
that wave/surface interactions occur at infinitesimally small points rather than over
finite, wavelength-dependent areas (i.e. Fresnel zones [14]). A specularly reflected
ray or the reflection path determined by the image-source model only considers
the local surface normal at the path/surface intersection to determine the outgoing
propagation direction.
One approach to address this problem involves using multiple geometric models for a simulation, perhaps one for each octave band across the spectrum of
interest. If each model contained a level of detail appropriate for the simulation
frequency/wavelength, reflection and scattering behavior could be simulated more
accurately. The additional computation time for such an approach would likely make
it inappropriate for interactive systems, but the improved accuracy could be valuable
for offline simulations. The commercially available software CATT Acoustic [52]
currently uses a separate ray tracing pass for each octave band to model frequencydependent scattering, so multiresolution geometry perhaps could be incorporated
with limited computational overhead. The necessity to create multiple models for
the same space could be quite tedious and thus is a serious impediment to the
multi-model approach, but this could be overcome through the use of automatic
geometry simplification.
Geometric simplification has been thoroughly explored in computer graphics, and
various techniques have been described to reduce the level of detail in 3D meshes
including edge collapses [88], low-pass filtering [260], local planar approximation
[44], and others [87, 165]. It has also been applied to a limited extent in acoustics,
although the goal typically has been to reduce model complexity to a single, computationally more manageable level in the context of BEM/FEM modeling [92, 99] (a
process known as mesh coarsening) or room-acoustics simulation [116, 239, 240]. If
the simplification algorithm includes a frequency-dependent termination criterion,
e.g. a minimum surface dimension to wavelength ratio, it could take a highly
detailed model as input and create a series of output models, one for each frequency
band with an appropriate level of detail. A 2D example of this is described by Hoshi
et al. [106], who use elliptic Fourier descriptors to create multiresolution models for
acoustic ray-tracing. Further work in this area could yield interesting results.
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One possible problem with existing simplification methods is that they act solely
on the geometry and ignore other potentially important aspects of a simulation such
as the source and/or receiver positions. Fresnel zones [14], the grating equation for
scattering from periodic surfaces [26], and the Rayleigh criterion for rough-surface
scattering [197] all include various source-related parameters such as distance and
angle of incidence in addition to frequency, suggesting that a new multiresolution
modeling approach should incorporate these parameters as well. To this end we
have considered a technique based on image-source clustering. Given a highly
detailed model (represented as a triangle mesh) and the location of a sound source
within it, we compute the image sources for all of the facets and group them
with a wavelength-dependent clustering criterion to find specular reflection paths
appropriate for different frequencies. Higher-order reflections can be found by
mirroring the cluster centers and reclustering the resulting image sources. This
is effectively equivalent to geometric simplification in “image-source space,” and
while not yet completely developed it seems to be a promising technique worthy of
further work.
Overall, the demand for realistic virtual environments continues to grow, in
particular from the computer-gaming community. With this growth comes the
need for further advances in all steps of the acoustic-simulation pipeline, as well
as the opportunity to leverage new results in diverse research areas such as threedimensional geometry acquisition, wave-propagation modeling, and the perception
of sound by human listeners. The desire for improvement, coupled with the limitations of current algorithms and systems, should provide the impetus for continued
work toward better virtual-acoustic simulations for many years to come.
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